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{Health&wellbeing}

Workers
lesshappy
inlockdown
Last year was difficult for
many people’s mental health
and wellbeing, with the
wholesale move to remote
working leavingmany
employees struggling to find
the right balance between
work and down time. A
survey of 2,000 people
by Aviva – which polled
respondents in February and
then again in August last year
– found that presenteeism
spiked while overall
happiness dropped during
the first lockdown.
Almost half of respondents

(44 per cent) felt they never
fully switched off fromwork,
with the problemmost severe
among 18 to 24-year-olds, 63
per cent of whom said they
regularly checked their emails
outside working hours, up
from 48 per cent in February.
Similarly, the percentage of
employees who had taken
no sick days in the last three
months increased from 67 per
cent to 84 per cent over the
same period.
Separate analysis of data

fromNHSDigital showed
the number of fit notes
issued by GPs fell in the first
three months of lockdown.
e research byNTTData
showed the number of fit
notes issued in April-June
2020 dropped by 34 per
cent when compared to the
12-month average.When
excluding furloughed
workers, there was still
a 10 per cent dip.

{Inclusion&diversity}

Unconsciousbiastrainingbinned
Since the 2017Race in the
workplace review by Baroness
McGregor-Smith, unconscious bias
training has increasingly become
a standard tool in employers’
toolboxes to improve inclusion
and diversity in theworkplace.
While the concept of

unconscious bias is widely
accepted, the efficacy of
unconscious bias training – which
aims to tackle the problem bymaking
individuals aware of their biases – has once
again been called into question.
Just beforeChristmas, theCabinetOffice

announced it was scrapping unconscious
bias training for all civil servants in England,
and urged other public sector employers
to follow suit. “Unconscious bias training
does not achieve its intended aims. It
will therefore be phased out in the civil
service,” saidCabinetOfficeminister Julia
Lopez in awritten statement – citing a
study commissioned by theGovernment
EqualitiesOffice that found “no evidence”
it improved equality in theworkplace.

While acknowledging its
popularity, Jonny Gifford, senior
adviser at the CIPD, warned
against making unconscious bias
training a “go to” solution. Instead,
he said evidence-based strategies
and practices around inclusion
and diversity were key: “Good-
quality data is a massive part of
the equation here. Having good-
quality data that shows there’s an

issue that needs addressingmakes it much
easier forHR professionals to get this as a
strong agenda item.”
However, Suki Sandhu, CEO and

founder of INvolve and Audeliss, said
this did not mean the training should
be stopped altogether. “When hiring
managers secure talent from the same
pool time and time again, they inevitably
end up building homogenous teams that
have similar perspectives and, very oꢀen,
the same blind spots,” he said. “Awareness
of bias in the business environment
is critical to eradicating it from the
recruitment process.”

Thismonthwe’ve learned...
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e unequal division of
childcare has long been
recognised as one of the
leading causes of the gender
pay gap. So it doesn’t help
that the vast majority of
men, while wanting to have
access to parental leave, fear
they will be stigmatised if
they take extended time
off work to look aꢀer a
new child.
A poll of 631 working

fathers by the CIPD found
nearly three-quarters (73 per
cent) felt there was a stigma
attached to them taking
extended paternity leave, with

nearly all respondents
(95 per cent)
agreeing that
workplace
culture
needed to

Although Covid still leaves
a lot of business travelling
squarely off the cards, several
countries are looking to
cash in on the rise of remote
working by introducing
digital nomad visas.
Normally, those

individuals working
remotely for an employer
in a different country
can find themselves in
a bit of a legal grey area,
risking finding themselves
caught working with a
tourist visa or facing an

unexpected tax bill from
their host country.
However, Estonia, Georgia

and Bermuda are among the
countries to have released
special temporary visas
codifying the status of these
workers.e hope is that
letting professionals bring
their current jobs with them
as they migrate will help
these countries plug some of
the gaps in commerce lost
by the decimation of the
tourism sector. In return for
their spending power,
these workers
benefit from
a change of
scenery as
they sit out
the rest of
the crisis.

{Employment law}

HalfnothadIR35check
Last yearmany private sector
employers breathed a sigh of
relief when the government
announced it was delaying
changes to the IR35 off-
payroll tax rules for a year.
But a year has gone by quickly
and once again themajority
of businesses have found
themselves staring down the
changes wildly unprepared.
From the start of April,

the employing business
will become responsible
for decidingwhether their
contractors are caught by
this rule –whichwill mean
they have to be taxed as an

employee. But a poll ofmore
than 3,000 contractors by
IR35 Shield has found that 52
per cent of those currently in
work had yet to have their tax
status assessed.
LucyCohen, co-founder

ofMazuma, said although it
was concerning to see such
a large number of employers
unprepared, it’s not a complete
surprise given the year they’ve
just had. “It’s worth businesses
spending the time to review
their compliance to allow
them the option of contractors
in the future, or they’ll be
missing out,” she said.

It’s yet to be seen whether the
Brexit trade deal – agreed at
the eleventh hour before the
end of the transition period
on 31December – will mark
a significantly new chapter
for labour rights in the UK.
Aꢀer initially denying the
government had any plans
to axe EU-derived rules,
following speculation that
an overhaul of workers’
rights was on the cards
secretary of state for business
Kwasi Kwarteng has since
confirmed there will be
a review, although insists
the protections will not be
watered down.
Regardless of what the

regulation says, a report

from the Resolution
Foundation has warned
employers in sectors heavily
reliant on migrant labour
will need to improve pay
and working conditions if
they are to attract enough
domestic talent to make
up for the shortfall in
European workers caused by
the tougher new migration
rules.e think tank says
one in seven workers (15 per
cent) in the “migrant dense”
hospitality sector reported
not receiving any holiday
pay, while a similar number
(14 per cent) had never been
given a payslip – both of
which are legal rights in
the UK.

{Flexibleworking}

Workfrom
wherever

be transformed to normalise
men taking time off.e
survey also found that more
than half of the men who
were on paternity leave at
the time (56 per cent) felt
anxious about returning
to work.
Joe Levenson, director

of communications and
campaigns at the Young
Women’s Trust, said
businesses needed to create
a more open culture for
men around parental leave:
“Employers that support
both men and women to
take enhanced parental
leave and that offer flexible
working as the default
are not only helping to
dismantle inequalities in
the workplace, but are
also ensuring they have an
engaged, loyal and motivated
workforce.”

{Brexit}

Post-Brexitwarning

{Inclusion&diversity}

Fathersstillfearstigma
ofpaternityleave
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A ccording to official figures,
between one in three and one
in four people with coronavirus
are asymptomatic – they never
present symptoms but remain
contagious to others.is

worrying statistic is part of the reason the
virus spreads so easily, andwhy regular
testing is important. So the launch of the
new rapid testing programme in England,
whichwill see all 317 local authorities
make rapid tests available to individuals
who are showing no symptoms, will come
as a relief tomany frontline workers and
their employers.
As part of this expansion toNHSTest

andTrace, local authorities have been
asked to prioritise individuals who are
unable towork fromhome, and have been

encouraged toworkwith employers
whoseworkforces fall into this
category. A pilot scheme involving 15
large organisations from across sectors
has already run an estimated 27,000
of these lateral flow tests, which can
provide a result in just 30minutes.
e prospect of being able to

test frontlineworkers regularly is
a welcome one, but the announcement
might not be a panacea for all. Like
the initial Test andTrace service, rapid
testing centres will bemanaged by local
authorities, meaning the availability
of services could vary from location to
location. “Ramping up asymptomatic
testing to all workplaces will require
hand-in-glove partnership between health
services, local authorities and businesses

in each and every
community,” says
MatthewFell, chief
UKpolicy director
at theCBI.
Another

consideration
for companies is
whether tomake

testingmandatory. Pimlico Plumbers,
for example, has already announced a
‘no swab, no job’ policy. “Anyone who
refuses to have a swab for some daꢀ
reason will be shown the door,” chairman
CharlieMullins wrote in a blog post,
adding that so far the firm has had no
issues with the rule.
Government guidance does not prohibit

making testingmandatory, but suggests

TOPSTORY
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Theamountof time it
takes theaverageBrit
toearnwhatElonMusk

makes infive
minutes

SOURCE: GIGACALCULATOR
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“Must be
highly
organised
andused to
an evolving
to-do list”
LawfirmJoseph
HageAaronson
advertises fora

‘privateassistantand
dogwalker’witha
£30ksalary

Pushyour
buttons
Withmasshomeworking
still in place formany,
making sure staffare
happy is harder thanever
for employers. But one
entrepreneurmayhave
theanswer.Moodbeam,
a siliconewristband,
features twobuttons
workers canpress to
indicatewhether they’re
happyor sad.Managers
can thenview this data to
seehowstaffarecoping.
Co-founderChristina
ColmerMcHughsays it
allowsbosses to ask ‘you
OK?’without picking up
thephone.

Employment law consultancy
Peninsula only implemented rapid
workplaceCovid testing at the start
of January to protect 300 of its
employees – approximately 20 per
cent of its office-based staff –who
can’t reasonably work fromhome.
But so far, saysHR advice and
consultancy director Kate Palmer,
rolling out the scheme has been
relatively painless.

After beginning to consider
introducing a scheme just before
Christmas and liaising with external

providers at the start of the new
year, at the time of going to press,
Peninsula’s testing programme
was in its third week. Staff are
tested weekly, with each of the
company’s four offices across the
UK and Ireland being allocated a
different day. “Everyone is in and out
within fiveminutes, and results are
available in 15 minutes,” says Palmer.
“It’s been very straightforward –
more so than I was expecting.”

Although staff are not forced to
have the test, Palmer says the firm

has had “little to no resistance” – she’s
even been stopped by employees
in the officewhowant to pass on
their thanks for putting testing in
place. And communication, she
says, has been the “make or break”
of the scheme’s success. “It’s about
explaining that it’s in their interests,
both for their work and home lives,
and allaying any fears aroundwhat
happens if they were to test positive,”
she says. “If there is any resistance,
speaking to individuals who are
worried one to one helps.”

“It’sbeenmorestraightforward than I expected”

that, whatever policy a company
takes, transparency over the
decision is important.However,
Helen Frankland, associate
solicitor at SlaterHeelis, warns
there are risks: “Employers in this
scenariowould decide that they
prefer to risk unfair dismissal
claims than the safety of their staff,
clients, patients, etc.is would be
a risky route to take.”

Where employees refuse
to be tested, Frankland says,
communication is the best
approach. “Employers should
explain why testing is being
requested and consult over the
reasons the employee is worried.
Hopefully this will alleviate
their concerns so that they agree
to take a test.”

GemmaDale, lecturer at
Liverpool Business School, also
encourages firms to be sensitive to
the fact that employeesmight be
reluctant to take a test formany
reasons, such as financial concerns
if theywere to test positive
and forced to self-isolate. Since
November last year it has been a
legal requirement for anyone told
byTest andTrace to self-isolate
to comply, and individuals or
employers that break the rules
face fines. But numerous studies
– from the likes of the Resolution
Foundation and theRoyal Society
forArts, among others – have

raised concerns that the lack of
financial support available to those
already on low incomes could
meanmanywho are asked not
toworkmay be forced to choose
between following the rules and
feeding their families.

Ultimately, what employers
decide to do following the rollout
announcement is their own
decision,Dale says, but adds that it
would be “reasonable”
for organisations
that insist on testing
to allowworkers to
attend test centres
duringwork time.
“What is needed
in, for example, a
healthcare setting
may be very different
from a school or a
professional services firm,” she
explains. “Each business will need
to assess for themselves what is
appropriate for them.”

For employers, the prospect
ofmore positive tests within
their workforce is also aworry.
Frankland notes that rapid tests
might produce false positives if not
done properly. “is could result
in employees being needlessly
absent fromwork,” she says.
“Employers will need to explore
how the testingwould be carried
out, and bywhom, to ensure
accurate results.”

If an employee does test positive
through theNHSTest andTrace
service, it will beTest andTrace
that gets in touchwith any close
contacts to instruct them to self-
isolate, says Jessica Foster, legal
director at TLT, although they
won’t disclose the individual’s
identity.However, if the testing is
being run by theworkplace or an
employee discloses a positive test,

the situation is different.
“When it comes to
data protection laws
and communicating
cases ofCovid-19
with yourworkforce,
the Information
Commissioner’sOffice
has acknowledged the
need for businesses to
act quickly and adapt

in light of the pandemic, and says
data protectionwill not stop this,”
she explains. But, Foster stresses:
“Proportionality is key.”

Employers need to have
processes in place to notify
colleagues of any positive tests,
and it’s important to consider
howmuch information it is
necessary to share. “e person’s
name is not usually necessary
information,” Foster says,
but adds that an individual’s
objection to being named should
not get in the way of notifying
colleagues of a positive result.

weeks
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The CIPDPeople
Management Awards
are back – and it’s their
25th birthday.With

everything 2020 threw at the
people profession, entering
this year represents a golden
opportunity to look back
on what you and your teams
have achieved and share
your outstanding work with
your peers.

e 2021 awards have also seen
some changes to reflect the constantly
evolving nature of people practices.
Brand new this year are four categories:
best flexible working initiative, best
organisational development initiative,
best people analytics initiative and
best community initiative. And if
that doesn’t convince you, we asked a
handful of previous victors what being
crowned awinner hasmeant to them...

“Thewinhasgivenourstaff amorale
boost and a great sense of pride.e
title has provided uswith out-of-sector
recognition and as a result has allowed
us to showcase our position as a leading
and responsible employer in the south.

It has also encouraged us to do even
more in this area for the benefit of all
individuals within our organisation,
something that has become evenmore
important following the ongoing
repercussions of the pandemic.”
–DuncanShort, director of resources
atVIVIDHomes
Winnerof best healthandwellbeing
initiative in2020

“Winningprovidedanamazingboost
tomorale, especially during the
challenging times of 2020. As a
teamwewere really proud of the
achievement, but that pride spread
across thewhole organisation. It was
somethingwe could all celebrate.

With this year’s CIPDPeopleManagement Awards now open, previous
champions explain howwinning has benefited their organisations
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“While we had great feedback
about the programme internally,
the award helped thewider
business recognise just how
muchwork had gone into it
and how special it was. It’s also
enabled us to gainmore interest
in it externally and it’s been a real
career-definingmoment for staff.”
– Chloe Marsh, headof
communications andengagement at
RHGroup
Winnerof bestL&D initiative (public/
third sector) in 2020

“WinningthePMAwasahuge
honour – particularly being
recognised among somany
other fantastic organisations.
It gave us that extra boost as a
company, in terms of profile
and esteembut also confidence
within themarketplace. And it
was also a real chance to showcase
theworkwe’ve
been doing and to
celebrate the outcomes
we’ve achieved in
partnershipwith
our clients and
collaborators.
“We can’t

recommend applying
for this award enough.
Put in an application –
you’ve nothing to lose.
Andwe foundworking on the
submission process itself to be a
really positive experience.”
– Rob Baker, founder of Tailored
Thinking
Winnerof bestHR/L&Dconsultancy
in2020

“Wedidn’tthinkourwork, though
impressive, was the stuff of
awards, but we entered anyway.
Winning was totally unexpected
– to be awarded by your peers
is one of the best endorsements
possible. Being the overall
winner too boosted our morale
and gave us a new-found sense of
pride. Several years on, the team
now has a level of confidence it
didn’t have before, and I have
also twice been invited to judge
the awards, which is an honour,
and I’ve learned something new
each time.”
– Janet King, formerHRDand
deputyCEOof FrimleyHealth NHS
Foundation Trust
Winner of best employee
engagement initiative and overall
winner in 2016

“Our participation gave
us the opportunity
to benchmark our
mentoring initiative
and receive external,
professional and
objective feedback
on our approach.
Receiving this
important recognition
motivated us to
strive for further

improvements, while taking a
moment to celebrate the success,
together with our passionate
and committed team. Our
people felt pride winning the
award, we celebrated together
and saw even more internal

interest
in the
initiative.”
– Marina
Vulovic,
senior executive
learning expert
at theCoca-Cola
Hellenic Bottling
Company
Winner of best
coaching and
mentoring
initiative in 2020

“Winning the award was one of
the few good things to come
out of 2020. It has instilled me
with additional confidence,
raised the profile of my work
as an HR business partner
and made me proud to be
part of the HR community. I
would encourage anyone who
is thinking about applying, or
questioning their ability, to look
at the application criteria and
go for it.”
– Lisa Morgan
Winner of theMichael Kelly
outstanding student award
(advanced level) in 2020

“The biggest benefit oꢀentering
the awards was that it gave us
an opportunity to see in black
and white exactly what we
had achieved. When you are
constantly busy and progressing
you rarely have an opportunity
to look back and pat yourself
on the back for a job well
done. Looking at our entry we
could see the enormity of the
journey we had completed, the
major milestones we had hit
and crucially just how well we
had all performed during some
difficult times.”
–Natasha Griffin, head of
talent and people development
at Hyperoptic
Winner of HR/L&D teamof the year
in 2020
✶Formore information and todownloadan
entry pack, visitcipdpmas.co.uk. Early-bird
entries closeon25March, and the final
deadline is 29April

Catand
mouse
If your cat hasever
walkedacross your
laptopduringan
important videomeeting,
you’re not alone. But one
viral TikTokusermay
havecomeupwith a
solution to feline
interruptionswhile
working fromhome,
suggesting that catsdo
this because they’re
naturallymirroring
humans, and that,
theoretically, getting your
cat its ownmini laptop
willmean they leaveyou
alone.However, cat
behaviourist KarenWild
told theMetro there
“isn’t anyevidence to
suggest” this is true.
Better get used to those
pawprints on your
paperwork.

“Bringon
yourbulls*it
threats of
legalaction”
ATwitter user’s boss
leaps to her defence
against a troll who
tries to get her fired

following an
online row

“Theteam
nowhasa
leveloꢀ
confidence
itdidn’thave
beꢀore”

of largerfirmsadmit to
usingsoftwareto
monitoremployees

fromhome
SOURCE: YOUGOV/SKILLCAST
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Meet2020’smostoutstandingHRleaders
CIPD reveals second cohort of member-nominated Chartered Companions

W ith the events
of the past year
putting HR on
the map like
never before,

it’s even more important
to recognise those who go
above and beyond for their
profession and continue to
champion better work and
working lives.
Following its successful

launch in 2019, the CIPD’s
nomination process for
Chartered Companion
status – the highest level
of membership – was
carried out for a second
time last year, providing
an opportunity for CIPD

members to celebrate
Chartered Fellows who are
the shining standard for
their profession. CIPD chair
Louise Fisher remarked that
despite the tumultuous last
12 months and the critical
roles HR professionals
played, members still found
the time to submit more
than 60 nominations, and
13 of those put forward were
selected.ey are:
David Blackburn, chief people
officer at the Financial Services
Compensation Scheme
David Cagney, chief HR officer at
the Irish civil service
Frank Douglas, former HRD and
founder of Caerus Executive

Jean-Pierre Noël, former reward
director and remuneration
consultant
John Kenney, membership
upgrading assessor at the CIPD
JudyMadavo, executive head of
operations and HR atWesBank
South Africa
Maureen Royce, associate dean
and HR programmes leader at
Liverpool Business School
Peck KemLow, chief HR officer
at the Singapore Public Service
Professor David Clutterbuck,
coaching andmentoring expert
and author
Professor Nelarine Cornelius,
associate dean for people, culture
and inclusion at QueenMary
University of London
Siobhan Sheridan, civilian

HR director at the Ministry
of Defence
StephenMoir, executive director
of resources at The City of
Edinburgh Council
Therese Procter, consultant
and former chief people officer
at Tesco Bank

Nominations are
now open for 2021.
Nominations can be made
by any CIPDmember who
is a CharteredMember,
Fellow or Companion,
or Academic Member or
Fellow, and nominees must
be a Chartered Fellow or
Academic Fellow member.
To nominate someone, visit

bit.ly/ChartCompNoms

News& analysis
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Howdid you start out
in HR?
I worked formy local
bankwhen I was 16. Inmy
secondweek, I was asked
to train a newperson, so
that’s where it all started.
It tookme another seven
years before I gotmy first
proper job inHR, working
for NatWest’s regional
training team.

Who has inspired you
themost during your
career?
One of my biggest

inspirations is Jackie
Orme, former chief
executive of the CIPD.
I remember watching
her do a presentation
where she talked about
the next generation of
HR, and feeling for the
first time that I’d heard
someone describe the
profession I wanted to
be part of. She was a
real inspiration to me
because she made
sure HR was seen as a
proper, applied business
decision and taken
seriously.

What has been
the highlight
of your
career to
date?
Getting my
CBE last

year in the Queen’s
birthday honours list. It
was nice to see not just
my work recognised on a
personal level, but for all
the teams I have worked
with and the people
who have supported me
along the way to also get
recognised.

What challenges will
HR face in the future?
How we support people
and their mental health
as they deal with some
pretty difficult stuff at a
time like this will be key.

Inevitably, there will also
be some big challenges
for organisations as
they think about how
they adapt to the world
this year.
Beyond that, there

are some even bigger
questions businesses
will need to think
about, such as how
we adjust to climate
change; how we think
about diversity and
inclusion or social
equality; and, of course,
the future of work.

What are the most
important attributes
people in HR and
L&D need?
Curiosity,
compassion and
insight. Without
curiosity, we
don’t keep
learning and

developing ourselves.
Compassion is
incredibly important in
helping us understand
people and, when I
think about insight, I
think about developing
our approaches using
evidence-based
practice as well as
some of the classic
experience and
expertise we bring.

What do you hope to
achieve as a Chartered
Companion?
The most important
thing for me is to
continue to give back to
those who are coming
into the profession. I
think it is incumbent
for me to repay all the
mentoring, support
and role modelling I
had through people like
Jackie by supporting
the HR leaders coming
through now.

Meet theCharteredCompanion…
SiobhanSheridan
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The start of 2021 saw another raꢀ of new
restrictions across theUK.Wales and
Northern Ireland had already introduced
restrictions inDecember, while England
and Scotland entered their third national
lockdown in January. Aswith the first

lockdown lastMarch, primary and secondary
schools have closed to pupils, apart from vulnerable
students and the children of keyworkers, with no
clear timeline for when theymight reopen.is
meansmany parents are once again forced to try
and balanceworking fromhomewith childcare
responsibilities. But there are ways employers can
help ease their burden...

Considerofferingmoreflexibilityor leave
In response to the closures, Swiss insurance firm
Zurich has said it will offer itsUK staff twoweeks’
paid ‘lockdown leave’ for parents and carers facing
childcare emergencies.e company estimated
thatmore than one in five of its 4,500UK-based
employees who have childrenwill benefit. Steve
Collinson, Zurich’s head ofHR, told theGuardian
that the firm already offers flexible working
arrangements for staff, but thismight not be enough
for parents trying to balancework, childcare and
homeschooling.He added: “We’re helping our
employees get through this crisis by offeringmums
and dads paid time off so they can look aꢀer their
health and their family.”
It’s vital for employers to recognise many parents

could be struggling to work alongside increased
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News& analysis
childcare responsibilities, says ClaireMcCartney,
senior resourcing and inclusion adviser at the
CIPD, andHR teams need to have plans
in place to support them during this
demanding time. “is could include a
range of flexible working arrangements,
altered role responsibilities or for part-
timers to split their hours over more days,”
she says. “If these solutions don’t work,
then employers should discuss if taking
furlough, parental leave or unpaid holiday
would be helpful.”

Makeuseof furlough
Businesses can also use the job retention scheme to
support working parents – an option that’s been
available since the first lockdown.However, a survey
of 50,000women by theTUC found thatmore than
three-quarters (78 per cent) of workingmothers had
not been offered furlough, and almost half (48 per
cent) wereworried about being treated negatively
by their employer because of their childcare
responsibilities.e union called formore companies
to consider putting parents on furloughwhile
schools are closed, saying theymay
not be aware they can use the scheme
to support parents, and implored
businesses to “do the right thing”.
Jane vanZyl, chief executive

of charityWorking Families,
encourages employers to proactively
offer partial or full furlough to their
employees with school-aged children,
particularly thosewho are sole carers
or whose partners work outside the
home. “Managers should have open,
honest conversations with staff about
what is possible in terms of work,
assist their teamswith prioritisation
of tasks and ensure that performance
ismeasured by output as opposed to
set hours spent at a laptop,” she says.

Don’t forgetaboutparents’
wellbeing
While businessesmay be better
prepared for another lockdown,
SarahMorris, group chief people
officer atCompassGroup, warns
there is an increased level of fatigue
among employees and parents alike
compared towhen schools closed in
March. Few disagree withwhy the
lockdown is in place, she says, but
the intensity inwhich parents feel
fatigued “seems to be stronger this

time”. “During the first lockdown, I had friends and
colleagues whowould say it wasOK if a kidmisses

a few lessons – it’s not going to affect
them in the long term. Butwe are
almost a year in and people can’t feel
like that anymore,”Morris says.
A study of 6,000 parents

spearheaded byOxfordUniversity
found stress, depression and
anxiety have increased since the
new restrictions have been in place.
Parents and carers reported an increase
in symptoms ofmental ill-health,
especially inNovember andDecember,

including difficulty relaxing, being easily upset or
agitated, feeling hopeless and feeling fearful and
worried.ismirroredwhat parents and carers
reported during the height of the first lockdown.
As a profession, HR teams needed to be able to

“do a few basic things well”, saysMorris, describing
how her team does welfare calls to check in on staff.
She says the decision to spend time on these is a
“strategic choice” on “howwe as a profession spend
our time in this completely unprecedented period”.

”Makesure
performance
ismeasured
byoutput–
nothourson
alaptop”

ofhomeworkersadmit
to snacking
‘excessively’
SOURCE: FIVERR

2 %

Whowears
shortshorts?
It’s anargument that
resurfacesevery time
hotweather rolls around
but hasneverbeen
definitively settled–until
perhapsnow.Thedebate
overmen’s summerattire
has longquestioned
whether they shouldbe
allowed towear shorter
trouserswhen the
mercury rises,withmany
employersdismissing
themas toocasual
despitewomen’s dress
codesnot following suit.
The subject recently

went all theway toa
tribunal. After going to
work in threequarter-
length trousersduring
hotweather in 2018,
MukidMiah, awarehouse
worker for pharmacy
chainBoots,was told he
had failed to complywith
thecompany’s dress
codebynot covering the
lowerpart of his legs. This
wasdespite female staff
routinely beingallowed
towear leggings and
trousers thatwerenot full
length.AlthoughJudge
AlanJohnson ruled in
Miah’s favour and the
company’s dress code
has sincebeenchanged,
thecasewasdismissed
because it hadbeen
brought too late.

“Expectingparents toworkas
normal isn’t realistic”
Laura Mayes, director of people
and development at Stonewall,
says working parents have been
among the hardest hit. It’s “neither
sustainable nor realistic to expect
parents to work as normal” while
they’re looking after their children
and supervising schoolwork,
she says.

The LGBT+charity has worked
to create an open culture for
parents to talk about their caring
responsibilities. Mayes says the
organisation “didn’t want to assume
we knew” what parents would need
during this time, and it’s important to
have ongoing dialogues with parents
about what support they need from
their teams,managers and the firm
as awhole. This includes having
conversations with parents whomay
need to be put on full or partꢀtime
furlough because of their childcare
responsibilities.

“Trustyour staffand let themtell
youwhatwillwork”
Supporting working parents can
be amonumental task for any
organisation, but evenmore so
when you’re working to feed the
nation like Tesco. People director
EmmaTaylor says the supermarket
chain is focused on incorporating
flexibility across all roles to support
parents and individual workers
alike. It introduced a school closure
policy to enable staff to take time off
and increased its flexible working
arrangements. “It’s about putting
trust in the individual and letting
them tell you what will work, what’s
on theirmind and howTesco can
help them,” Taylor explains.

She says Tescowill work with
individuals to find a solution for
them, whether it’smaking sure they
take breaks throughout the day,
swapping shifts or adjusting their
working schedules tomatch their
caring responsibilities.

Helpingworkingmumsand
dads: inpractice
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UK LEGAL LOWDOWN

Acustomer service assistant who was
told by her boss that she should resign
when pregnancy complications caused
her to take time off work has won her

claim for discrimination.
e East London Tribunal ruled that

Mrs N Agarwal was treated unfairly by
her employer, St John Freight System UK,
because of her pregnancy-related illness. It
also found that the firm discriminated against
her aꢀer changing her hours when she sought
to return to work following sick leave.

When Agarwal started her employment,
her offer letter stated an agreement
between her and the company that she
could work 9am to 3pm in the office, and
4.30pm to 5.30pm from home. Agarwal
told the tribunal that this flexible working
arrangement only changed when her
employer was informed of her pregnancy.

On 24 October 2018, Agarwal experienced
bleeding and leꢀ the office to go to hospital.
She rang the office and spoke to Mr V
Kanakasahai, director of St John Freight
System UK, to inform him. It was through
this conversation that she told him of her
pregnancy. Agarwal alleged that Kanakasahai
told her she needed to be in the office and,
if she could not come in, she should resign
as he needed staff who could work full time.
Agarwal had a similar conversation on 25

October and told Kanakasahai she would
follow procedure and send him a sick note
from her GP, which she did.

Between October 2018 and January 2019
Agarwal continued to submit sick notes.
On 27 December 2018, she sent an email to
inform her employer she intended to return
to work at the end of her sick leave. e
company replied saying she must be in the
office between 9am and 5.30pm, to which
Agarwal responded by saying she could only
do the hours as agreed before.

Kanakasahai told the tribunal he planned
to change Agarwal’s working arrangement
earlier that year. However, Judge Catrin
Lewis said there was no evidence that the
firm intended to take any steps to change
Agarwal’s working arrangements until she
was off sick for a pregnancy-related reason.

Kate Palmer, HR director at Peninsula,
said employers should be aware of the extra
protections that pregnant staff have in the
workplace. On being notified of a pregnancy,
Palmer said employers should consult their
risk assessments and make any adjustments
required, while bearing in mind that further
adjustments may be needed as the pregnancy
progresses as it is a very “individual process”.

e tribunal awarded Agarwal £18,405.97
for loss of earnings and injury to feelings, plus
upliꢀ and interest.

Pregnantworkertoldtoresignafter
timeoffwinsdiscriminationclaim

Anoperations clerkwas the victim
of harassment after findingexplicit
messages in aWhatsAppgroup, a
tribunal ruled.
It determined thecontents of

a groupchat usedbyemployees
ofDeltec InternationalCourier
constitutedharassment againstMs
MAbdi, a blackwomanofSomali
originwhoworeahijab.
Abdiworked for thecourier from

6November2017until 1 September
2018.On 10August 2018, therewas

adiscussion in theofficebetween
her andher colleagues– including
newemployeesMrTTrippand
MrORolls – aboutwhite privilege,
whichdeveloped into anargument
inwhichTrippandRolls toldAbdi
“themajority of crimes inEngland
aremadebyblackpeople”.
Afterwards,Abdi, in thecourse

of her duties, usedacolleague’s
details to log into her computer
and sawaWhatsAppgroup
includingTrippandRolls. A

numberof offensive comments
hadbeenmade, including “f***ing
immigrants” and for someone to
“shut this terrorist up”. Sheofficially
reported it on 16August.
Followingan investigation, Tripp

andRollsweredismissed, andAbdi
resigned fromherposition.
JudgeLouiseSkehan said

thecontent of theWhatsApp
discussionconstitutedharassment
as itwas “unwantedconduct” that
violated the “claimant’s dignity”.

For employment lawadvice and
resources, visithr-inform.co.uk

Carassembly
workerwasunfairly
dismissedafter
missing800shiftsEmployers should be aware of maternity rights, experts warn
Aworkerwhowasabsent for 808
shifts over a20-year career – costing
thefirmanestimated£95,850 in sick
pay–haswona tribunal claimof unfair
dismissal against his former employer.
The tribunal foundJaguar Land

Rover (JLR) unfairly dismissedMr
VRumbold, as it hadnot followed
its ownabsencemanagement
procedures (AMP). It ruled that by the
timeJLRdecided toendRumbold’s
employment, dismissalwas “not
[...] within the rangeof reasonable
responsesavailable”. Rumbold also
wonclaimsof discrimination arising
fromJLR’s failure tomake reasonable
adjustments.
The reasons forRumbold’s

absences includedwork-related
injuries, an allegedassault against
himandhealth-relatedmatters. But
until 2018, the tribunal foundJLRhad
not subjectedRumbold toany formal
measures under itsAMP, norwashe
awarehis absencewasaproblem.
In early 2018, Rumboldwas

diagnosedwith avascular necrosis,
whichcausedchronic hippain, and
hewasabsent fromworkbetween 12
Marchand 13August 2018asa result.
Upon returning towork, Rumbold

underwent a review,which included
discussingwhat support couldbe
given. Insteadof goingback tohis car
assembly role, Rumboldwent through
several job trials to finda suitable
alternative –nonewere found.
InNovember, JLR launchedan

investigation intoRumbold’s sickness
absenceafter hemissedwork for a
medical appointment.On7December,
Rumboldattendedaperformance
review, andhis employmentwas
terminatedon thegroundsof conduct
andcapability.
Rumboldappealed thedecision

twice, butwasunsuccessful and
brought theclaim to tribunal.

Employeewhofoundraciallychargedgroupchat‘washarassed’



Ihave been aware forsome time of the
growing interest in
how current social,
economic and

technical developments
will impact onworking
lives. In recentmonths,
theworld of work
has changedmore
rapidly than ever,
under the twin forces
of a global pandemic
and accelerated
technological change.
InDecember 2019,
I began discussing
issues around the
world of workwith
the Institute for the
Future ofWork.
Aswe entered the
pandemic, I tabled
a parliamentarymotion
highlighting the need for
a review of basic statutory
protection for the self-employed
and those on zero-hours
or gig economy contracts.
Within aweek, the chancellor
announced his coronavirus
supportmeasures, founded on
the ‘traditional’ definition of a
worker, either as an employee or
self-employed person.ismeantmany
workers saw reduced economic support,
or were excluded from this altogether.
And thosewhowere able to continue
working during the pandemic saw
transformation in their working
environment.Whole companiesmoved
online, withworkers leaving offices for
home. For some, this will become the
newnormal. But having fallen into this
way of working during a pandemic,many
issues remain unaddressed, including the

impact onworkers living in
inadequate housing or as part
of large households; how to
manage teamworkingwhen
the team seldomor never
meets; and how tomonitor
performancewithout
resorting to overly intrusive
technology.e growing

practice of automating elements of
recruitment processes also raises serious
questions about equalities.
MPs have begun to address these and
many other issues that will affect the
world of work in themonths and years
ahead. InNovember, I led a debate on the
future of work that attracted input from
a range of parties, although, somewhat
ironically, this was diminished because
parliament itself has not fully embraced
remoteworking. I highlighted the need
to learn frompastmistakes, particularly

from the 1980s
destruction of
manufacturing
in theUK,
which embedded
worklessness in
toomany of our
communities.We
must not allow
this to happen
again andmust
consider how, in
the face of fast-
moving change,
we share out work
and its associated
benefits in terms of
physical andmental
health, social status
and economic
independence.
MPs and peers
from across the
parties have

come together to form an all-party
parliamentary group (APPG) on the
future of work.is is chaired by
Labour’s Clive Lewis, supported by
myself, as well as ConservativeMP
DavidDavis. Davis chaired the group’s
first webinar, ‘RethinkingAutomation:
theNature ofWork aꢀerCovid’, which
raised some fascinating insights –my
takeaway from it is that, under pressure
from the pandemic and having passed
a tipping point in terms of speed of
progress to amore digital economy, we
must ensure that these changes taking
place in the context of Brexit do not result
in a significant diminution in the rights
and protections ofUKworkers.
e formation of theAPPG and the
links being createdwith outside bodies,
including theCIPD, should keep these
issues at the forefront of debate in the
period ahead.

I’ ll tell you something…

KIRSTENOSWALD MPFOREASTRENFREWSHIREAND
DEPUTYLEADEROFTHESNP’S
WESTMINSTERGROUP

Wemust unite to protect employee rights in the ever-changing future of work

Comment
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The CIPD People Management Awards
have launched for 2021 and are here to
celebrate and reward the outstanding
achievements made by people
professionals.

Early-bird entry deadline 25 March
Final entry deadline 29 April

Showcase your best work and get the
recognition you deserve - enter today!

In association with:

Entries are
now open

cipdmas.co.uk
#CIPDPMAs21

Sponsor:

™
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In practice

Last year was one to remember for
everyone, but particularly if you
happened to be newly instated as
the HRD of a national building
society.is was the case for Jane
Hanson, who took over as people

director for Nationwide in September
2019, just a matter of months before the
Covid crisis turned things upside down
for businesses. “It was very dramatic at
the time,” she recalls. “As everybody did,
we just had to go into ‘rapid response’
mode and react to what was happening.”
Above all, the organisation’s priority,

she says, was making sure its 18,000 staff
felt safe, whether they were based in one
of its 700 branches, six contact centres
or its SwindonHQ. “No one knew the
answers, but it was helpful to have clarity
straight away that what we were doing
was for our people, and to allow them
to support our members,” Hanson says.
Although 13,000 of those employees

are able – and continue – towork from
home, its branches are an ‘essential’ service
and have remained open throughout the
pandemic to serveNationwide’smillions

ormake roles redundant, but it didmean
people had income security until at least
the end of the year.”
With changes to business areas already

having happened because of Covid, and
more afoot in 2021, this has naturally
led to new thinking about redeploying
staff internally. Nationwide’s ‘flex
force’ initiative has “supercharged”, as
Hanson puts it, redeployment efforts
and supports retraining employees to
switch departments. “Previously there
would have beenmore barriers – ‘it takes
10 weeks to train someone to do X’ and
so on – but it’s brought those down,”
she explains. “It’s helped people realise
they can reskill more than they thought,
and helpedmanagers to think about
redeployment differently.”
e organisation has also turned this

newflexiblemindset to recruitment, and
how its people will work best postCovid
– in turn boosting its already considerable
efforts around inclusion and diversity. In
2020, the company virtually onboarded
and inducted 80 new starters on either
apprenticeships, graduate schemes or

of customers. As well as putting all the
expectedmeasures in place to keep branch
staff safe,Hanson and her team also asked
themdirectly what they felt wouldmake
their roles easier –which included “little
things”, as she describes them, such as
an allowance for provisions givenmost
food outlets were closed.oseworking
in contact centres were also provided
with free lunches and hot drinks. “It was
just those small things to showwe really
cared,” saysHanson.
But as well as the small things,

Nationwide alsomade some significantly
larger promises to its staff duringCovid.
Vulnerable employees with health
conditions were told by theCEOnot to
go intowork if they didn’t feel safe doing
so – andmore than 2,000 people shielded
at home for this reason during the first
peak of the pandemic.e organisation
also offered a ‘job promise’ to all its staff
that their role would be secure until at least
the end of 2020. “Wewanted to offer some
security as part of our people promises,”
explainsHanson. “It didn’tmean that we
wouldn’t go through change programmes

roughout the upheaval caused byCovid, the building
society’s top priority has been the safety and security of its staff

“Weguaranteed
everyone’s jobsduring
thepandemic”
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work placements, who ordinarily would
have been required to attend an in-person
induction at Swindon. “at really opens
up the perspective onwhere we can source
our talent,” saysHanson.efirm also
hired itsmost recent cohort of contact
centre staff completely remotely, so recruits
could be based anywhere in theUK and
still be successful in their role – not just
live close to an office. “Wewant to take on
people with different backgroundswho
can add a huge amount of value to the
business but aren’t necessarily able to come
into an office every day,” saysHanson. “It
broadens horizons somuchmore.”
Although the company is by nature

dispersed across the country, it’s proud of
its strong culture, andHanson’s mission
is to ensure this becomes evenmore
inclusive and reflects the diversity of the
communities Nationwide serves around
theUK. For example, more than 5,000
staff took part in a series of events tomark
BlackHistoryMonth inOctober, and
the firm has implemented a sponsorship
programme to develop underrepresented
talent, as well as working on developing
its staff diversity networks and giving
them the opportunity to feed back to
the board. Following comments from
these networks, it has also purposefully
taken a strong external stance against
racism, which – according toHanson
– has in turn emboldened employees.
“ey felt we didn’t take a bold enough
position, and that we didn’t challenge
inappropriate behaviour enough,”
Hanson says. “But the fact that we’ve
listened and now take a stronger stance
makes them feel confident in their own
position internally.”
But as we begin to see a light at the

end of the Covid tunnel, Nationwide’s
biggest challenge, Hanson says, will
be navigating the rest of the pandemic
in a resilient manner, and avoiding
the ‘pull’ back to old ways of working.
“Our people and culture will play a
really important role in helping sustain
these new components,” she says. “But
we’ve still got months of this ahead, so
right now we need to equip people to
get through.”



CompaniesHouse
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In practice

H aving existed in its present format
since 1844with little in theway
of significant upheaval, to the
untrained eye, CompaniesHouse
isn’t exactly at the forefront
of organisational change.e

government agency is chiefly responsible
for incorporating limited companies in the
UK, and around half of its 1,000-strong
workforce have, in thewords of director of
people transformationAngela Lewis, very
operational and process-based roles – staff
thatmight typically bemore difficult to see
things like higher engagement and lower
levels of sickness absence from.
And yet since her promotion three

years ago from head ofHR and estates,
Lewis has put people front and centre
of the agency’s digital transformation
process, exponentially increasing
engagement across all levels of the
workforce (90 per cent of staff now
believe their role contributes to the wider
organisation), reducing sickness absence
(down from an average of 10.5 days per
employee to just 6.49 in three years) and
earning Companies House a shelf full of

places I’ve worked the people strand
of transformation has been separate.”
ework also saw the introduction of
Companies House’s IdeasHub, via which
employees suggest ways to change how
the agency does things – whether that’s
directly related to their role, or within
the wider organisation.More than 500
ideas have been suggested to date, with
one in particular resulting in savings of
more than £600,000. “If you listen to
the people who knowwhat they’re doing,
and you give them the infrastructure and
encouragement to be able to say ‘we could
do this better’, then you see the results,”
says Lewis.
AndwhenCovid hit, rather than

putting the agency’s transformation
plans on the backburner, the pandemic
actually accelerated the ongoing change
work, she says. Plans that were already
afoot to become a hybrid organisation and
introduce smarter ways of workingwere
expedited, and 80 per cent of staffwere
set up towork remotely in just four weeks.
“atwas already part of our five-year
strategy, but the speed at which it was put

awards and accolades for its people work,
not least the coveted Investors in People
platinum accreditation.
At the start of this work in 2017, Lewis

knew the first step of wider transformation
was to get the organisation’s culture in
shape. “If we didn’t first focus on the
people, how theywere feeling and how
engaged theywere, wewere never going to
succeed,” she says.Her team initially held
a series of workshopswhere employees
were invited to talk aboutwhat they loved
aboutCompaniesHouse’s culture, and
what theywanted to change, and of these
were borne the agency’s core behaviours:
adaptable, bold and curious. “esewere
things weweren’t visibly displaying as
much as we needed to if wewanted to be
truly transformational,” Lewis explains.
A culture change community was duly

set up, at the time comprising around
60 staff keen to get involved, but which
has now evolved to incorporate around
half the agency. “at’s where we’re
very different to other organisations,”
says Lewis. “We’re all involved in
driving the change, whereas in other

e government agency discovered the key to successful
culture change was putting it in the hands of its workforce

“Seeinghowpeople
aresupportingeach
otherbringsmejoy”
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in place was unbelievable,” says Lewis.
Somewhat ironically, she says, running
meetings virtually has in fact broken down
barriers and allowed staff to challenge
things more: “We wanted to get to a point
where people weren’t afraid to put their
hand up because of hierarchy. As a civil
service department, we’re living with the
hierarchy of hundreds of years. People had
to stop being so humble and start thinking
they can achieve amazing things.”

Covid has also seen other areas of the
organisation flourish – in particular its 27
(and counting) employee networks. ey
have, Lewis says, developed and matured
during lockdown, with different groups of
staff with shared interests or circumstances
maintaining support for one another, as
well as the addition of six more networks,
including working families. is has in
turn provided an extra layer of support
that the organisation’s leadership team
“couldn’t possibly have provided because
we were responding to the crisis”, and
helped to supplement what was being
asked of line managers.

And although Covid is far from over,
and the wellbeing of her workforce tops
her list of priorities going into 2021, Lewis
is also looking ahead. With the cultural
element already brought to life, the
organisation will now be looking to enact
the rest of its five-year strategy, although
she’s keen to stress that the cultural aspect
is by no means over: “You never get to an
end point with culture change – you have
to keep adapting to what’s coming.”

But with a raꢀ of awards under her belt,
and Lewis’s sharing of the agency’s work
fuelling both an increase in candidates
clamouring to join and a queue of other
organisations wanting to find out more
and implement her thinking, it’s difficult
to see any more room for improvement.
For Lewis, personally at least, this is
certainly not true: “I’ve worked in
numerous HR roles, and every day I get
a little jolt of joy from seeing how my
colleagues are supporting each other.
Working in an organisation with so much
compassion and commitment to change
is exactly where I want to be. I have to
pinch myself.”
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Theproblem
Anyonewho’s shopped in a branch
ofAldi will be familiar with its no-
nonsense approach. Typically offering
a smaller selection of products than its
counterparts and focusing on own brands
and twice-weekly ‘special buy’ lines, the
discountGerman supermarket chain has
taken the retail sector by storm in recent
years, and is now the ꢀꢁh largest in the
UK,withmore than 1,000 stores across
theUK and Ireland.
But to make sure it held on to this

place in themarket, the company
realised it needed to focus on providing

customers with as positive an experience
as possible. Using customer insight
data, coupled with extensive research
with staff across the business, Aldi
identiꢀed themain causes of customer
dissatisfaction, as well as areas where
it performed below the benchmark
in comparison to its rivals.

Thesolution
To address these issues, the company
introduced the Best Version ofUs
programme, which focuses on setting
clear objectives for colleagues around
satisfying customer needs, engagingwith

employees so they feelmotivated and
improving processes.
Workingwith training provider

TeamAcademy, training director Lisa
Sowter-Murphy’s teamworked to
devise and deliver a customer service
training programme that focused on
behavioural interactions to educate and,
most importantly, inspire all 30,000 store
operations staff. “Wewanted to create
a programme that would engage and
motivate all levels of our business to put
the customer at the heart of everything
we do – as well as aligningwith our core
values of simplicity, consistency and
responsibility,” says Sowter-Murphy.
“Our teams approached the

training with energy, enthusiasm
and excitement. Not only was the
programme a great opportunity to
learn more about delivering amazing
customer service, it was also a chance
for teams to work together outside of
their normal environment.”

Theoutcome
Following the rollout of the training
programme, Aldi saw a “dramatic”
reduction in the number of customer

complaints related to in-store
service, Sowter-Murphy explains.
is included a 28 per cent
reduction in complaints about
till queues, as well as a 14 per
cent drop in those regarding staff
friendliness, and a 10 per cent
decrease around the speed and
accuracy of scanning.
Sowter-Murphy notes that the

feedback from employees about
the trainingwas “extremely
positive”, revealing that they felt
“more committed to customer
satisfaction than ever before”.
e programmewas so

successful that it scooped the best
HR/L&D supplier accolade at
theCIPDPeopleManagement
Awards 2020, with the judges
“bowled over” by the project’s
execution and impact.
✶TheCIPDPeopleManagementAwards2021 are
nowopen. Seepage 10 formoredetails

e supermarket chain delivered a customer
experience initiative tomore than 30,000 staff

In practice

“Werolledoutasuccessful
trainingprogramme
onanationalscale”

Aldi
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Fairness

e pandemic has shone a light
on the need to make society a

fairer place. So how canHR help
level the playing field aꢀer Covid?

...but your workplace can be
isn’t fair...
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legislate for everything just creates
dependency and an inability to scale. You
want people to think for themselves,” she
explains. “Once you have your clear
principle, you then look at how you are
going to facilitate that through process.”
Of course, just having this principle
doesn’tmean a culture of fairness
automatically follows.ere are two
non-negotiables when it comes to an
organisation actually living it: employees
need to trust their employer, and it needs
to be not just communicated clearly but,
whenmany are working remotely and
trust is harder to cultivate via a screen,
“overcommunicated”, saysHarriet
Molyneaux, co-managing director of
Hot SpotsMovement.
She explains that fairness is inextricably
linked to trust and ethics. Historically,
trust in organisations has been declining

across the board but, when
Covid hit, trust actually
went up.Molyneaux
attributes this to the fact
that many businesses
started treating their
employees as adults more,
empowering and trusting
them to work from home
in their ownway. “When
people feel trusted, they

are in turnmore trustworthy,” she says.
“But that spirit and positivity is starting
to fall away. Trust, ethics and fairness are
built up over time, through being
consistent, but can be broken very
rapidly. It takes just 0.7 seconds for
the brain tomove to a threat-based

perception, which happens when we
sense distrust.”
It’s unfortunate, then, that fairness takes
so long to establish but can be decimated
in less than a second. ButHot Spots
Movement’s research shows that the best
protection against this is to talk openly
about why decisionsHRmakes are fair.
“e ‘why’ needs to be shared a lotmore,”
saysMolyneaux. “Overcommunicate, and
do sowithwarmth.”
And it’s important forHR to get this
right. Employees feeling a sense of
unfairness can oꢀen lead to stress, anxiety
and potentially burnout – an increasing
feature ofCovid. “Not feeling like you’re
treated fairly is linked to job dissatisfaction
and stress,” says BenWillmott, head of
public policy at theCIPD. “What has
come through in this pandemic is the
importance of howwe treat each other.
Everybody has had their own issues
around stress and anxiety and the people
side of business has come through
increasingly strongly showing that good
peoplemanagement is at the heart of a
sustainable, well-run business.”
But how should this be done in practice?
For those people professionals struggling
to knowwhere to start in implementing a
culture of fairness in the newworld of
work,PeopleManagement explains the
key areas to focus on, and important
questions to ask.

Whoareyou furloughingandmaking
redundant?
ere is a very small number of
organisations that won’t have had to deal

In a change to thewell-known adage,many have noted during theCovid
pandemic that ‘wemay all be in the

same storm, butwe are not in the same
boat’. And the ongoing crisis has certainly
led some groups of society tackling the
proverbial storm in rubber dinghies rather
than luxury yachts, faring far worse during
coronavirus for various reasons. For
example, the elderly and thosewith
long-termhealth conditions, who have
throughout the crisis been advised to stay
at home and ‘shield’ to avoid catching it.
e parents of young children, who have
spentmonths, on and off, juggling their
jobs with home education as schools are
forced to close for weeks at a time.e
students embarking on their first year
at university, only to be confined to
their halls of residencewith their lectures
via a screen.e retail and hospitality
workersmade redundant because their
employers are ‘non-essential’ and not
allowed to open.
Although these different sets of
circumstances, though unfortunate, are
largely down to sheer bad luck, the
pandemic has also forced us to think
differently about some aspects of our
lives, and turned the spotlight on the
opportunities we have tomake society a
fairer place – and that includes within the
world of work. But how shouldHR go
about putting that into practice?
When it comes to fairness at work,many
would be forgiven for thinking that being
fairmeans treating everyone the same. But
that’s not the case. “Don’t get hung up on
equal being fair,” saysDanielleHarmer,
chief people officer at Aviva. “No one
understandswhat ‘boat’ each individual is
in, apart from that individual.We
have 30,000 ‘boats’ at Aviva.
Some just need a better chair.
Others need a different working
pattern.Others need to be in the
office. Being fair is about being
thoughtful of every individual.”
However, that doesn’tmean
creating a culture of
micromanagementwhere everyone
in your organisation is askingHR
what the fair solution is. In fact, it’s the
opposite.What you should be aiming for,
says SarahMorris, chief people officer at
CompassGroup, is establishing such a
clear guiding principle around fairness at
board level, thatmanagers embody this in
their dealings with employees. “Trying to
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with redundancies or furlough at some
point in the past 10months. But it’s a
sensitive issue that requires clarity and
empathy – possiblymore than any other
aspect ofHR– and studies suggest it’s
having farmore impact on some groups
of society than others.
Research has found that women, people

with children or caring responsibilities,
and those from ethnicminority groups
aremore likely to be furloughed ormade
redundant. For example, a report byMBS
Intelligence into the impact ofCovid on
gender, race and ethnic diversity in the
hospitality, travel and leisure (HTL)
industries found that while 77 per cent of
businesses believe inclusion and diversity
remains a priority, only 15 per cent report
that it has been raised at boardmeetings
since the outset of the crisis. And that
while claiming it is important to them,
companies are notmeasuring the impact
of their people policies, such as
furloughing and redundancy programmes,
onwomen and ethnicminorities.
“WhileHTL leaders are not

deliberately taking actions that impact
negatively on gender and racial diversity,
withoutmeasuring impact, it is impossible
to know and, indeed, address. Lack of
data will act as a key blocker to long-term
progress onD&I,” the report says.e
message is clear: if you genuinely care
about inclusion and diversity, you should
bemeasuring the impact of Covid on it
and identifying strategies that can avoid,
ormitigate, any negative effects.
e research also found that a higher

proportion of women have been

Fairness

13%
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any young people

in 2021
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Who has borne the brunt of the
economic fallout fromCovid?

furloughed, put on reduced hours or
made redundant thanmen (65 per cent
compared to 56 per cent).is is also true
for people from ethnicminorities: 67 per
cent have been affected, compared to 62
per cent of their white colleagues.
ForMorris, these are worrying statistics.

When decidingwho gets furloughed,
positive discrimination is needed to ensure
fairness, she says: “We knowmorewomen
need furlough because of childcare. It
shouldn’t be that way, but it is. So rather
than apply the same to everyone, we’ve
acknowledged that furlough can
disproportionately positively impact
women because it protects their roles.”
Whenmaking the decision, it’s also

essential that objective criteria are used to
select candidates; that people understand
those criteria and the process; and that it’s
done transparently, withmeaningful
consultation. “Genuinely take the
employee view into account before
making a decision,” saysWillmott. “Don’t
pay lip service to the process.is is a time
when company values are really being
tested and employees see whether those
values have any substance to them.”
Of course, those who aren’t furloughed

are still working hard in challenging
circumstances, andHRprofessionalsmay
experience internal backlash from those
who feel it’s unfair.Morris takes a hard line
here, believing it’s important to be clear
and assertive. “We’ve taken the attitude
that says: ‘Please don’t forget how
fortunate you are to have a job,’” she says.
“Everyone has their own version of ‘unfair’,

but 26,000 of our colleagues are feeding
and caring for people inCovid hospitals
right now, andwe need to remember that.”

Areyouprovidingopportunities for
youngpeople?
eunder-25s are among thosemost likely
to see a negative impact on their careers
thanks toCovid. Indeed, a YouGov poll
for socialmobility charitye Sutton
Trust found that 61 per cent of employers
have cancelled some or all of their work
experience placements during the
pandemic, and a study from the London
School of Economics and Political Science
and ExeterUniversity found young people
in theUK aremore than twice as likely to
lose their jobs because of the economic
fallout from the pandemic.
To combat this, employers need to

make sure they at least maintain existing
opportunities for graduates and young
people – even if they’re available remotely.
Some, such as Aviva, recognise the
importance of young talent to the
future success of the company, and are
still providing placements. “We’ve carried
on with internships and graduate
schemes, making them all virtual
early on,” says Harmer.
However, mindful of the lack of

learning by observation that naturally
happens in the office, the firm has
bolstered these programmes with
additional mentoring and virtual
meetings with senior leaders. “ere are
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some advantages to this. Becausemeetings
are online and don’t require travel, we’ve
hadmore senior input thanwe usually
would,” she says. “Young people also feel
more confident about raising questions
– partly because they can do it using the
chat function.”

Couldyouallocateworkmore fairly?
With some employees in the office and
some remote, ensuring tasks are
distributed fairly is even trickier. Sarah
Jackson, visiting professor at Cranfield
School ofManagement, has undertaken
significant research into sharing out work
equitably in law firms. Historically, firms
would give women the opportunity to
work flexibly from home but found that,
because of the oꢀen informal way work
was allocated, women wouldmiss out.
“e senior teamwould just allocate the
work to the person in the office – usually
a man,” she says.
But overcoming this is relatively
straightforward: create a resource pool
and plan the allocation of work based
on data. “Use a team-based approach
and working practice,” she says. “at
way you can address the problem of
perceived unfairness. It can be as
simple as a spreadsheet – it just needs
proactive thought.”

Canyouofferflexibility to thoseunable
towork fromhome?
Yes, Covid has revolutionised our
attitudes towards working from home
and what it means to work flexibly.
However, one of the dangers of HR
focusing somuch on home-based
workers is overlooking those employees
who can’t, and the fact that they also
need fair flexibility.ere is the risk,
saysWillmott, of a “two-tier
workforce”: “We know there’s been this
shiꢀ to people working from home, but
that’s only one aspect. Evidence from
our research on embedding newways of
working suggests that employers haven’t
been thinking about how to optimise
flexible working for others who can’t
work from home.”
e issue is front ofmind forDr
StephenMoir, executive director of
resources ateCity of Edinburgh
Council. “at sense of segmentation
is something we need to guard against
because it has the potential to lead to
a fragmentation of the organisational

culture and a very pronounced sense of
‘them vs us’,” he says.
To ensure those who can’t work from
home can also benefit from better
flexibility,Willmott suggests looking at
offering options such as annualised, term
time or compressed hours, or considering
a job share.
For those who canwork from home,
fairness is about ensuring the basics are
in place. Do employees have the right
equipment to work from home?Have you
done health and safety risk assessments?
Have you been clear about what expenses
can be claimed? And then there’s the less
clear-cut considerations, such as how
employees arementally coping with the
challenges of working at home, especially

if they are in
creative jobs that
requiremore
collaboration.
is can lead to
difficult decisions,
the rationale of
which have to be
explained. For
instance, Moir
decided not to pay

home workers for additional costs they
incur, such as utility bills. “From a
fairness perspective, we decided not
to. While everyone has an equally
important contribution to make, we
already have differences in levels of
pay for different jobs that are equality
proofed, but it isn’t justifiable to make
that divide greater and to potentially

advantage home-based workers more
than some of our key frontline workers.”

Arepotential recruits being treated
equally?
is newworld of work has shed light on
people’s personal circumstances like never
before – whether that’s children and pets
making guest appearances inmeetings, or
just getting a window into their home life
thanks to their video call backdrop. But
this new insight into everyone’s lives
outside work also allows us tomake
judgements about someone far more
easily, and so permitting potential biases
to creep in – particularly during virtual
recruitment processes.
During a face-to-face interview or
assessment, there are comparatively fewer
elements aroundwhich to subconsciously
judge someone – clothing, haircut and
accent, to name but three.However, with
a window into their personal life, the
chances for bias increase: small things like
someone’s living room decor, the books on
their bookshelf or the presence of
children’s toys could lead recruiters to
jump to conclusions about a candidate.
Andwhile these things shouldn’t affect
our perceptions of a potential recruit, HR
professionals and recruitingmanagers
need to keep them front ofmind to ensure
they don’t begin to sway decisionmaking.
According toMichele Parmelee, Deloitte’s
global chief people and purpose officer,
leadersmust “challenge your own
assumptions; every person and situation
deserves to be understoodwithout

Fairness



preconceived notions of what you may
consider ‘typical’”, she wrote in a recent
blog for the company.

Does yourworkforce have the same
development opportunities?
With all learning and development efforts
being forced online in the wake of Covid,
as well as the obvious limitations of
turning formal face-to-face training
virtual, a major concern is employees
missing out on informal learning from
others, which happens organically when
employees work closely together in the
same environment. is is particularly
crucial for younger workers with less
experience, who stand to be
disadvantaged by this lack of in-person
knowledge sharing. Many companies
are trying to address this gap through
initiatives such as online mentoring
or buddying.

However, some organisations have
actually found that, by moving their
L&D online, the playing field has become
more level across their workforces. Food
brand Leon, for instance, has gamified its
training programme, which has come into
its own during the pandemic. Launched
during lockdown to use the time to teach
new skills, more than 85 per cent of
employees were able to complete it in the
first six weeks. is translated into 39,000
playthroughs of training scenarios across
12 modules, including 3D creations of
in-restaurant situations with characters
and dialogue. Managing director Shereen
Ritchie says this solution is actually better
than the manuals and face-to-face

training used previously, because it is
so easily scalable and makes training
“exciting”, with the competitive element
hugely boosting engagement.

Is your remuneration fair and
transparent?
Many organisations are likely to have at
least some discrepancies in reward or
remuneration, for myriad
reasons, and ironing these out is
neither a quick nor simple task.
But in the meantime, it’s
important to be open and
transparent and communicate
the reasons behind them. is is
particularly true when it comes
to communicating about
executive remuneration. “You
have to explain why decisions
have been made,” says Willmott. “Why
are they proportionate? How are they
linked to contribution and performance
and the pay of the wider organisation?”

What isHR’s role in a fairerworking
world?
No one is doubting the detrimental
impact the coronavirus pandemic has
had – including in the world of work. But
with this has come a reassessment of our
lives and new appreciation for the ‘human’
aspect of human resources. “Previously,
things like redundancy, pay reviews and
promotion have been processes,” says
Morris. “Someone signs a form, and ticks
a box, and it happens or it doesn’t happen.
ere’s a much more human side to these
processes now. ere’s a huge personal

effort being put in to ensure, as far as
humanly possible, that processes are fair.
To me, that’s the extraordinary difference
in this pandemic.”

Covid has also prompted her to think
of fairness at a societal level. For example,
there has been much talk about ensuring
HR isn’t biased in its selection process,
but this doesn’t address the fact that the
pipeline oꢀen isn’t broadly representative
in the first place. People from hotspots
of poor social mobility, for example,
can’t get into the pipeline because
they can’t fulfil the application
requirements. And, given that Covid
appears to be unfairly disadvantaging
women, ethnic minorities and
people from lower socioeconomic
backgrounds, the inequality divide
looks set to get wider.

Morris believes that now is the ideal
time to address these systemic issues
because “we’re at the tipping point
of society revaluing jobs like nurses,
cleaners, care assistants and porters”.
With this newfound appreciation for
so-called ‘key’ workers, she wants to
make it easier and fairer for everyone –
especially those from areas with poor

social mobility – to be able
to enter these careers.

As an employer of
thousands of key workers in
roles such as cleaners, chefs,
security guards, porters and
hospital ward assistants,
Compass is planning to set
up an academy in Stratford in
east London – an area with
one of the lowest levels of

social mobility – to train tens of thousands
of apprentices and entry-level students
every year, with no barriers to entry. “All
candidates must have is the right attitude
and a desire to learn,” she says.

But how can the HR profession
help elsewhere, especially among those
businesses that don’t employ these types
of ‘essential’ workers? ink about
strategy in terms of a ‘small S’ and a
‘big S’, Morris advises – ie roll up your
sleeves and do the day to day, as well
as thinking about the bigger picture.
“Stuff the redundancy pack envelopes.
Help on the mental health helpline. Do
the operational stuff,” she says. “Your
organisation needs you to do this right
now, but it also needs you to keep one eye
on where we’re going in the future.”

Fairness
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“It isn’t going
away and there’s
nothing I cando

about it”
One in 10 people with coronavirus still have debilitating symptoms six
months on. Could this causemore than just a headache forHR?

WORDS ELIZABETHHOWLETT
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of people on long-term
sick leave because
of long Covid.
e alarming

prevalence and
relatively unknown nature of the
condition all point to a difficult
situation for HR, both in terms of a
potential uptick in people on long-term
sickness absence, and facilitating a
return to work while managing their
symptoms. But while Suff agrees long
Covid is a worrisome prospect for the
people profession, she is confident that,
with the right education and approach,
HR will prevail. “ey need to be
aware of it and understand how broad

a spectrum it can be but, at
the same time, managing
sickness absence is HR’s
bread and butter,” says
Suff. “ey have experience
with managing all sorts of
long-term health conditions
so they should know how
to do it well, supportively
and properly.”
But with the effects

varying wildly from person
to person and so little known about the
illness, how can HR begin to support
long Covid patients in returning to
work while managing their condition
effectively? Suff insists that the golden
principle for how employers and HR
approach the return to work and
ongoing support is to assess each case
individually. “We need to get across
that long Covid is not just post-virus
fatigue,” she says. “e employer and
the manager need to have a really

“Idon’t knowhowHR is going to
manage this. I honestly don’t know
how theywill cope,” saysDrClare

Rayner, a former consultant occupational
physician. She’s referring to so-called
‘longCovid’ – the condition affecting
roughly one in 10 people who have
contractedCovid-19 but continue to
experience symptoms that varywildly
in both nature and severity for weeks
ormonths aꢀerwards.Described by
theNHS as “the long-term effects of
coronavirus” the condition is, by Rayner’s
definition, “a collection of bizarre
symptoms”. And she should know– she’s
had it for ninemonths.
e symptoms can range from a loss

of taste or smell, dizziness or anxiety,
to respiratory difficulties, blood clots
and even organ damage. “e key
point is that it isn’t one condition,”
Rayner says. “Individuals have got
quite severe ongoing problems that can
include physical damage to the organs,
in particular the heart, alongside a
collection of other things that kick in
later, around the three-month point.”
Rachel Suff, senior policy adviser at

theCIPD, adds that we are currently in
the infancy of understandingwhat long
Covid is from amedical perspective.
“It’s unknownwhat longCovid actually
is in terms of amedical classification,
so even themedical profession is still
getting to grips withwhat it is,” she
says, although theAll-Party
ParliamentaryGroup (APPG)
onCoronavirus is calling for it
to be officially recognised as an
occupational disease.
And it appears to be

becomingmore widespread.
In January,MP LaylaMoran
told the APPG that there are
currently 300,000 people
living with long Covid
in theUK.What’s more,
membership of online support groups –
a number of which have sprung up over
the last year – is growing at an alarming
rate. LesleyMacniven, spokesperson
for the group LongCovid Support
andCampaign and a patient herself,
says the group has grown from several
hundredmembers in June 2020 to
33,000 today, and continues to climb.
Rayner’s chief concern, she says, is that
every organisation will have a percentage

sensitive
conversation

with someone who has been
diagnosed with long Covid to
understand how the illness affects
them personally, and the impact on
them in terms of work. It must be on
a case-by-case basis.”
But however individualised the

support, Rayner highlights that
recovery is not necessarily a straight
trajectory, and many patients have
fluctuating symptoms that can result
in sudden relapses.ere are instances
of early rehabilitation, early recovery
and early returns to work, but most are
oꢀen “too ill”, says Rayner, who has
seen evidence of this in online support
groups. “People go back to work,
but then a small amount of physical
effort provokes a relapse and they are
off again,” she explains. “We don’t
understand why this is happening, but
it’s incredibly demoralising for them
and their organisations.”
Aꢀer taking time out from her work

as a freelance writer and consultant
to rest and recover, Macniven also
experienced a relapse when she started to
take onmore aꢀer mistakenly thinking
she was better. “I was living a half life so
I thought I was better than I was, but
when I started to increase work I had a
relapse and was out of it for two weeks –
I couldn’t string a sentence together,” she
explains. “is is a challengeHRwill
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“It feels like I’m just a tick-box
exercise– it’s soul destroying”
Rebecca*, frontlineNHSworker
RebeccacontractedCovid-19back inApril,
which first presented itself as aheadache. But
ninemonths and threehospital admissions
later, she is oneof thoseunluckyenough to
be leftwith longCovid, andexperiences
a rangeof symptoms including a sore throat,
high temperature, headaches, loss of
appetite, fatigueandmuscle aches. Shehas
so far struggled to get herHRdepartment to
understandher condition.

“Themain argument is that youcannot put
someonewith longCovid into aboxbecause
theprocess isn’t linear, andno twodaysare
the same,” she says.Her occupational health
department advised that her phased return
couldonly beamaximumof fourweeks, but
Rebeccahasargued that this is not flexible
enough toavoid a relapse. Shealsohad to
fight for full payafterHR threatened tomove
her to half pay. “I askedhow theycould
possibly do thatwhen I amoffwith a
Covid-related illness, and since then they
haveagreed to securemypay for anunknown
amount of time.”

She feels that herHRdepartment seesher as
just a number andher sickness absenceasa
“tick-boxexercise”, anddescribes theoverall
situationas “soul destroying”.

*Rebeccawished to remain anonymousand
her namehasbeenchanged

“It isn’t goingawayand there’s
nothing I cando toalleviate it”
SteveCarpenter,HRconsultant
Thedayafter the first lockdownwas
implemented inMarch2020, self-employed
HRconsultantSteveCarpenter had tomake
aphonecall that noonewants to have to
make. “I spoke to theCovid hotline andhada
nurse come tomyhouse,” heexplains. “I didn’t
havea test at that point because theyweren’t
available, but sheconfirmed I hadevery
symptomof the virus.”Carpenter only had
“slight” breathingdifficulties and so refused to
beadmitted tohospital to save ventilators for
peoplewhoneeded them, but hedescribes
his experiencewithCovid as “terrible”.
Despite shakingoff the virus inMay, he
nowhas longCovid,whichhe recognises
is somethinghenowhas to “put upwith”.

“I get nausea and fatigue everymorning, but
I’ve realised it isn’t going away and there’s
nothing I can do to alleviate it,” he says. “No
matter what time I wake up, I have about an
hour of fatiguewhen I get out of bed in the
morning.” Carpenter has had to learn to
control his symptoms to continue his work
effectively: “I have to get up earlier to get
the nausea and fatigue out of theway
before I can start speaking to clients. It’s
not that I can’t do anything, it’s just that I
don’t feel well.”

Healsohighlights that support for long
Covidpatients is currently nil, so hehasno
timeline for recovery. “Evennow I’ve asked
[myGP] if there is anything I cando tomake
myself feel better and they’ve said theyhave
nosolution. If youhaveamuscle injury they
give youexercises tomakeyou feel better,
but there’s nothing like that for longCovid.”

Two patients experiencing the condition explain how it has
affected their jobs

LIVINGANDWORKINGWITH
LONGCOVID

have to deal with, as people have periods
when they get better but then relapse.
It makes it incredibly difficult to do a
traditional phased return.”
So is it time forHR to reassess its

policies around sickness absence and
phased returns? In some cases, at
the very least more flexibility will be
required, because a standard four to
six-week returnmay not be enough to
successfully reintegrate someone with
long Covid without relapse. Rayner
suggests this may need to begin with
as little as two hours a week. And Rob
Crowley, HR director at RateSetter,
certainly believes it is HR’s duty to
reevaluate its stance on sickness in the
wake of the pandemic: “It’s the people
profession’s responsibility to start
looking at the policies in place around

sickness to make
sure they are fit for
purpose,” he says.
“ere has to be an
understanding of
the condition and
some judgement
around it,”
he continues,
adding that the
professionmust
be “pragmatic”

towards long Covid and “review their
approach because it is going to hit quite
a lot of businesses, if it hasn’t already”.
Suff highlights that a reform of

sickness policies may be necessary
because there’s a chance they wouldn’t
be useful in managing long Covid-
related absence. “It’s for individual
organisations to review and ascertain
whether they are fit for purpose,”
she says. “People might need to take
multiple periods off sick through no
fault of their own. If you had a trigger
system for that they could face formal
action, and what we need is a supportive
approach based on rehabilitation.”
One of the main difficulties forHR,

says Crowley, is the fact that we know
so little about long Covid, and how it
will affect people in the longer term.
“If medical professionals are not there
yet in terms of giving a prognosis of
what needs to be done to get people
back to work, it does make it tricky,”
he says. SophieMetcalf, head ofHR at
Expect Distribution, also points out

Long Covid
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that there are “a lot of unknowns” for
businesses. “We need to start making
preparations for if long Covid goes
on for more than 12months and
what that will look like. Are we
going to suddenly have an uptick of
people classed as having a disability,
for example?” she asks.
If the condition were to be classed

as a disability in future, that would
have further implications for people
professionals. A disability, as defined by
the Equality Act, is a physical or mental
impairment that has a substantial
and long-term adverse effect on the
individual’s ability to carry out their
normal day-to-day activities. According
toMusabHemsi, partner at LexLeyton:
“If someone had long Covid, it is in
theory possible they couldmeet the
definition of a disability under the
Equality Act.” But, he adds: “I suspect
under more cases than none that they
will not meet that definition – not
because it is not a severe condition, it
clearly is, but perhaps because of the
long-term element of the legal text.”
He explains that a “long-term illness”
requires the condition to last for 12
months, but so far there haven’t been
any cases lasting for that length of time.
“So even though it is a severe physical
impairment and has a substantial impact
on that person’s ability to carry out their
day-to-day activities, it doesn’t meet the
long-term part of the legal obligation in
the vast majority of cases,” he says.
While it may not currently meet

the requirements for disability,
Rayner hastens to add that it is only
a matter of time. “In many cases these
individuals are likely to be classed as
having a disability,” she says. “If it is
already causing this level of debility
and impacting day-to-day activities
six months down the line, it is likely
to carry on for a year or so.ese
individuals will be classed as having a
disability and it will be hard to argue
that they don’t.”
While there isn’t (yet) a legal

obligation to make reasonable
adjustments for employees with
long Covid under the Equality Act,
Hemsi points out that there are still
legal considerations for employers to
successfully manage a person’s absence.
“e best place to start is authentic
dialogue and welfare check-ins. Far too

many employers are at risk of being
guilty of not checking in on staff who
are sick,” he explains. “at is the
starting point of the lawful process
of managing someone’s absence.
e employer’s obligation is to keep
themselves appraised as to how an
employee’s illness is progressing,
and whether it is improving or
getting worse.e business should
be offering support to the employee
during those calls.”
However, the exact nature of the

support they should offer is not clear
cut and could come in peaks and
troughs, so Hemsi advises getting
occupational health (OH) involved as
soon as possible. “Changing working
hours and patterns, for example, to
give someone time to rest and recover
throughout the day may not be done
for everyone, and what works for
someone at the beginning of the illness

may not work for them throughout the
illness,” he says. “HRmay have to go
back to OH and ask for people to be
regularly reassessed.e duty to make
reasonable adjustments in law doesn’t
currently exist, so this is more of a
moral obligation.”
Suff agrees that the level of support

will be “hard to chart” because of
the huge spectrum of symptoms and
uncertainty surrounding the illness.

“I think it’s likely that if someone’s
symptoms are serious then you can
make the assumption they won’t be
back to full fitness for a long time,”
she says. “at’s why you need to keep
reviewing and stay flexible because
it’s likely to be several months.” She
adds that there should also be a case
management approach between HR,
OH and the individual: “It’s crucial
that you involve the individual and base
those discussions on OH and medical
advice around fitness to work relating
to that person.”
HR can be doing a number of things

to prepare for long Covid among the
workforce, but the most important
is preparing your workforce for a
significant loss of skills, says Metcalf:
“We need to bolster our business to
accommodate long Covid – that means
making sure we have multiskilled
employees. It’s good practice in any
business to not rely on one person to do
a particular role, because if that person
is off sick you are leꢀ with a vacuum.
e lesson we have learned over the last
six months is that businesses need to be
more agile.”
Rayner also shares concerns about

the impact of long Covid on business
continuity if a large percentage of the
population is affected. “Occupational
health will be giving so much advice
[to stay off work] that organisations
are going to have to strip business
functions down to the essentials to
keep things going,” she says. “ere is
going to come a point where HR will
have to look at who they actually have
in work, and it’s going to require major
strategic decisions.”
So with all these considerations,

shouldHR be worried about long
Covid? “No, but it should be prepared,”
says Crowley. “It’s something new but, if
HR prepares for it and teams understand
the condition, the worry will go away.”
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or tightness

Nausea
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pain

Pins and
needles

Joint pain
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Shortness
of breath

Fatigue

Diarrhoea
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anxiety
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Long Covid
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I had
complaints that

someonewaseatingbiscuits
at their deskwhen theyknew

thepersonwasonadiet
DavidMiles,HR

consultant

A new
employee raised a

grievance about the office
toilet paper. They said the

cheap brand showed a “lack of
consideration and respect”
Zoe Bruce, head of HR at

Concorde BGW

AnHR
managerat a firm that

held its own ‘Olympics’ said she’d
mediatedan issuecausedby improper
technique in theeggandspoon race
MarkGoodwin,HRsoftware sales

consultant

Two
colleagues fell out

because onewould allow their
belongings to encroach on to the

other’s desk. One day they snapped
and threw the offending articles out

of thewindow
AmandeepManget, senior

HRBPat Breast
CancerNow
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An
employeewasvery

upsetwhenhis sandwich
wasstolen, and Iwas told itwould

need tobe investigated
LynBlewitt, principal
consultant atOmega

HR

A
candidate once

complained that the
interviewer blinked toomuch
during the interview and

distracted them
Anon

I had to
conductadisciplinary

for grossmisconductwith
someonewho repeatedly put drawing

pins on colleagues’ chairs
LukeHannon, talent acquisition

specialist at
Cobiro
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Anyone following the political comings
and goings in the run up to the Brexit
deal last year could be forgiven for

thinking thatmackerel were higher up
the agenda thanworkers’ rights. Indeed,
the final 1,200-page EU-UKTrade
CooperationAgreement includes a whole
section and several annexes on fisheries and
species of fish.eword ‘fish’ appears 368
times, compared to just 141 references to
‘employment’.
Does thatmean little is likely to change,

even as other norms are ripped from
the statute book?Not quite. Although
business secretaryKwasi Kwarteng recently
confirmed the government is planning
to reviewEU-derived labour laws, the
fact that it has agreed to largely preserve
existing protections in return for a tariff-
free trade dealmeanswe’re unlikely to see
a dramatic reduction in rights for workers
in the short term at least. Crucially, the
agreement includes a non-regression clause,
meaning theUK cannot ‘undo’ or change

Is this
theendof
employee
rights?
Brexit has torn the
country cleanly down
themiddle, but it’s also
poised to reignite the
debate over worker
protections
WORDS JO FARAGHER

Brexit
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HRpractice at Eversheds Sutherland, says
that, while wewon’t seemajor changes in
the short term, “whatmight happen is a
gradualmovement away from some of the
unpopular EU-derived legislation such as
working time rules or holiday pay”.

Experts suggest we have seenmore,
rather than less, regulation in recent years,
despite successive attempts by politicians
to reduce red tape. In several areas, the
UKgoes beyondEU requirements; for
instance, the EUWorkingTimeDirective
sets aminimumof 20 days’ holiday per
year for a full-time employee, while the
UKoffers 28. “It’s amistake to think

that all these regulations
come from the EU–most
regulation isUKbased.
ere’s no requirement to
have aminimumwage,
for example, and lots of
occupations are regulated
in theUK that aren’t
elsewhere, which closes
off jobs to a lot of people,”
says Len Shackleton,

professor of economics at theUniversity
of Buckingham and research fellow at the
Institute of EconomicAffairs.

In the past, he points out, there has been
an appetite among some politicians to
deregulate areas such as redundancy – a
consultation in 2012 recommended the

creation of ‘compulsory no-
fault dismissal’, for example, whichwould
make it easier for businesses to fire people
without legal ramifications.Deregulation
still holds favour, too. Tory peer andMEP
DanielHannan recently called for the
UK to “rip up regulatory barriers” on
guarantees of equal pay for temporary
agencyworkers, among other things.

Of course, it’s impossible to consider
the future of employment rights without
thinking about the impact of the
pandemic.eCovid crisis, inmany
ways, has highlighted the need for worker
protections, particularly when it comes to
wage protection and equality. Player points
to the employment bill commitments laid
out in theDecember 2019Queen’s speech,
most of which are still to be enacted into
law. “e government showed its intention
to enhance certain employment rights
but got stuck because of the pandemic; it
will be interesting to see if theymodify
these priorities as we come out of it,” he
says. Planned legislation currently in
the ‘waiting room’ includes rights for
neonatal care leave, enhanced redundancy
protection for new and expectantmothers,
and a default right to flexible working.
For political reasons if nothing else, the
governmentwill not want to be seen
ditching these. “Off the back of the
pandemic, there will bemore job losses

any employment laws
originallymade by the EU
where thismight affect
trade and investment.
“ismeanswe can’t
substantially go back on
EU-derived laws that we
have already enacted,”
saysDr JohnMcMullen,
employment partner at
SpencerWest. “We’d have
to argue that an aspect of
law had a serious impact
on trade if wewanted to
makemajor changes.”

It’s a subject that
matters – not just to
the tens ofmillions of
employees whose freedom
and financial wellbeing
depends on the protection
they are afforded in law,
but because the question
of whether a libertarian
approach to employment
rights leads to greater
prosperity has never been definitively
settled. It was only eight years ago that
Grant Shapps, thenConservative Party
chairman and now transportminister,
was bemoaning the fact that firms had to
find ‘disingenuous’ reasons to get rid of
staff. It should be easier, he said, to dismiss
people.ere is a long tradition of British
politicians casting envious glances at the
perceived lack of employment protections
in theUS, withTUPE and theWorking
TimeDirective oꢀen cited as legislative
burdens the country could dowithout.

It is a divisive debate pitting trade
unions and the Labourmovement against
powerful big business factions.
But is it about to be reopened?
ink tank the Institute for
Public Policy Research has
concerns that the impact on trade
and investment of any changes
to lawswould be so “difficult to
prove” it could leave room for a
slow erosion of workers’ rights.
Its recent analysis of the deal says:
“Proposed ‘rebalancingmeasures’
– sanctions in the formof tariffs, designed
to compensate one side for an unfair
disadvantage – face being referred to a
complex arbitration systembefore they can
be introduced. Rebalancingmeasures are
only likely to be used in a rare number of
scenarios.”omas Player, partner in the
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andwe’ll be looking at how theworld
of work has changed, andwhat support,
rights and flexibilities workers need in
this newworld,” he adds.
One element of theUK legislative

landscape highlighted inMatthew
Taylor’s review of working practices
and the government’s subsequent
GoodWork Plan is the country’s poor
record on enforcement. “We’ve gone
backwards in terms of labour relations
and enforcement,” saysDuncanBrown,
principal associate to the Institute for
Employment Studies, pointing to the fact
that a significant proportion of awards to

successful tribunal claimants goes unpaid,
and howbodies such as the Equality and
HumanRightsCommission oꢀen lack
the resources or teeth to place sanctions
on employers that flout the rules.
AileenMcColganQC, a barrister and

visiting professor of law at theUniversity
of Leeds, believes theUK stacks up
“very poorly” in terms of enforcement of
rights, with the onus placed on employees
themselves to seek redress through
stressful and expensive tribunal claims
rather than an independent complaints
mechanism. “We rely exclusively on an
individual enforcementmodel, whereas

in other countries there ismore collective
regulation including in the formof trade
unions andwork councils, and legislation
is of secondary importance,” she says.
A single enforcement bodywas one of

the core recommendations of theGood
Work Plan, and Player believes the push
towardsmaking this a reality will gain
ground this year. “eEUand theUK
have committed to proper enforcement
mechanisms in order to stick to the
agreement regarding labour rights, and
theUKdoes not currently have a robust
inspectorate regime save for health and
safety and pay,” he says. “e pandemic

AileenMcColganQC, abarrister andvisiting
professor of lawat theUniversity of Leeds,
argues that “onpaper, theUK lookspretty
good” in termsof rights andprotections for
employees. But howdoes it stackupcompared
with other countries?

France
Oneof the key featuresof French

employment rights is theprevalenceof
collectivebargainingagreements.More than95
per cent of employees in Francearecoveredby
these, and staff representativesplay an
important role in ensuring theyareadhered
to. Lawsaroundworking timeare fairly strict,
includingnoSundayworking, although there
areworkarounds. The ‘right todisconnect’
–whereworkers canceasedigital contactwith
workoutsideofworking hours –hasbeen in
place sinceJanuary2017.

Germany
Germany’s labour lawsare generally

consideredcomplexand in favour of the
employee.Aswith France, staff representation
is a central part ofworkers’ rights.Works
councils electedbyemployees represent
thematbusiness unit andcompany level, and
companieswithmore than500staffmust have
aworker on theboard.Aroundafifth ofGerman
workers are amemberof a tradeunion.

US
“Despite its reputationas theWild

West of labour law, theUSactually has a lot of
employment legislation,” saysLenShackleton,

professor of economicsat theUniversity of
Buckinghamand research fellowat the Institute
of EconomicAffairs. USemployment law is set
at federal, state andcity level, though, so canbe
difficult to navigate.Oneof the starkest aspects
is that there is no legal requirement for awritten
contract, withmost states following an
‘employment atwill’ doctrine thatmeanseither
sidecan terminate the relationshipwithout
notice. There is also no legislative framework
requiring employers toofferpaid holiday to their
staff,withmost regarding it as a ‘perk’ rather
thana right. Somestates andcities aremore
worker friendly thanothers, however,with
minimumwage rates varyingwildly between
around$7and$13per hour.

Sweden
Around90per cent ofworkers in

Swedenhave theirwages set and rights
protectedbycollective agreementsbetween
employers and tradeunions, even if theyarenot
amember. Similar to theUK, anti-discrimination
lawsprotect employeesagainst unfair
treatment on thebasis of protected
characteristics. Interestingly, however,
Swedenoperates a ‘last in, first out’ policy for
redundancies,whichassumes that longer-
serving staffhave thequalifications for
remaining roles.

Ireland
AlthoughUKand Irish employment law

has largely emanated fromEUdirectives, there
are somedifferences in legislation. For
example, Irish employers haveno legal

obligation to contribute to anemployee’s
pension, but should enable access to a scheme.
There is also noobligation for Irish employers to
offer sickpay; this is somethingorganisations
candecideononacontractual basis. Aswith
theUK, equality lawhasnineprotected
characteristics, but theyare slightly different:
Ireland’s legislationdoesnot explicitly cover
gender reassignmentbut does include
membershipof the traveller community.

MiddleEast
While different states in theMiddleEast diverge
in termsof employmentprotections, thepicture
is poorwhen it comes todiscrimination. In the
UnitedArabEmirates, for example, there are
no specific lawsonequal opportunities or
non-discrimination in employment, other than
a law that encourages theemployment of those
withdisabilities.Womenstill facechallenges
entering theworkforce; participation in the
region sits at around32per cent, according
to the International LabourOffice.

Australia
Thereare certainminimum

entitlements for employees inAustralia, known
as theNational EmploymentStandards, set
under theFairWorkAct 2009.This sets out 10
‘commandments’ that organisationsmust stick
to, including amaximumworkingweekof 38
hours, entitlements to flexibleworkingand
parental leave, andup to fiveweeks’ noticeof
redundancy. Thereare also generous leave
entitlements, including a lengthyperiodof paid
leaveafter certain lengthsof service.

Brexit
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has shown the potential for labour and
supply chain abuses, yet if you’re an agency
worker, for example, looking to claim
your outstanding holiday pay, it’s up to
you to take action.” Brown agrees: “ere
needs to be a push towardsmore collective
responsibility – if you’re not amember of a
union, [taking action] can seem impossible
as the processes are so complicated and
you need to be reasonably clued up.e
pandemic has highlighted the
need formore intervention,
not less.”
HRprofessionals

can oꢀen feel
stuck in the
middle
between
the need to
complywith
employment
legislation and pressure
for their organisation to remain
flexible, particularly in such a
volatile labourmarket. A recent
piece of research by theCIPD
on employment status found
thatmanyHR stakeholders
appreciated the option to employ
someone as a ‘worker’ on a flexible
or lower-cost basis while still recognising
they should have basic employment
rights, despite the confusing nature of
the legislation on this. “emajority of
interviewees felt the desired improvement
in job quality, earnings and security for
low earners would be better addressed by
improving protection and providing some
benefits for gig workers (by state and/or
employer programmes),” said the report.
“In tandem, this could be supported
by increasing the flexibilities and by
extending and better applying the rights
already available within employed status,
tomaintain and enhance theUK’s labour
market flexibility and competitiveness.”
CIPDpublic policy adviserGerwyn

Davies says this delicate balancewill
need to bemaintained as organisations
copewith the dual impact of Brexit and
the pandemic. “HRneeds to ensure that
this is not a divisive tension, especially
in its response to the acute cost pressures
many are currently under,” he says.
“Encouragingly, the evidence suggests that
employers are handling their response
to the downturn in a sophisticated and
flexible way.We know, for instance, that
many are employing a variety of tactics,

such as introducing pay freezes and
reducing hours to help keep a lid on costs
rather than opting for redundancies.”
Looking towards the longer term,

there are several areas policymakers could
choose to change that would not threaten

the stability of theUK’s cooperation
agreement. “ere are some areas
of dissatisfaction,” says Richard
Fox, senior partner in the

employment team at
KingsleyNapley.
“One is the issue
of uncapped
compensation
in
discrimination
claims. If
it’s unfair

dismissal,
you’re limited by statute as
towhat you get, but with
discrimination you’re not.”
is can lead some claimants
to tie in discrimination or
whistleblowing, for which
the compensation is also
uncapped, to dismissal
claims, he adds.
Kerry Garcia, head of

employment, pensions and immigration
at Stevens & Bolton, predicts we are more
likely to see minor changes to existing
rights, such as how holiday pay is accrued.
“For example, under EU law certain
overtime and commission payments must
be included when calculating holiday
pay. It may be that this changes in the
future so that only basic pay is taken
into account, assuming that a change
of this nature would not affect trade or
investment,” she explains.
Garcia also thinks we could see changes

to agency worker regulation and rules
affecting employee transfers. “It is possible
that laws protecting agency workers and
certain laws in relation to TUPE transfers
may be reformed too (such as changes to
make it easier for employers to harmonise
terms following a TUPE transfer, which
is not permitted under EU law),” she
adds. “is assumes that such changes are
not significant enough to impact trade
or investment and so breach the level
playing field provisions.” CIPD research
supports this: more than half (56 per cent)
of respondents to a recent survey felt that
the AgencyWorkers Regulations should
be reviewed.

Working time could be another area of
focus: aCIPD survey found that almost
four in 10 respondents felt regulations
brought about by the EuropeanWorking
TimeDirective were “too prescriptive
and impede flexibility in theworkplace”,
comparedwith 20 per cent who disagreed.
eWorkingTimeRegulations currently
demand that employees work nomore
than 48 hours per week unless they opt
out, as well protecting rest periods, paid
holidays and protecting night workers –
protections that could beweakened over
time, according to lawyers. But while
we could see reform in these areas that
government and business bodies feel could
boost productivity and competitiveness,
this is not likely to be until the dust has
settled aꢀer Brexit and there ismore
optimism about a post-pandemic labour
market. Fox adds: “If they did think about
changes to holiday pay accrual and the like
they’d need to consult widely, and decide
politically if it’s the rightmoment. It’s not
beyond the government to challenge its
commitments to Europe but it’s not likely
to do so anytime soon.”
is year could also throw the spotlight

onworker representation.eBrexit deal
will require changes to howUKemployers
deal with Europeanworks councils, for
one, while a SupremeCourt case inMay
involvingKostal, an automotive parts firm,
could see changes to employers’ powers
to change terms and conditions. (e
companywrote to employees asking them
to accept a pay deal in 2015, but union
Unite has argued this is unlawful.) “e
pandemic has shown unions’ objections to
companies firing and rehiring employees,
or attempts to unilaterally change terms
and conditions.is could have an impact
on companies’ ability to change terms in a
unionised environment,” says Player.
On the issue of worker status, a judgment

is still awaited in the landmark case against
Uber, which could change the employment
landscape if theCourt of Appeal judgment
that drivers should be consideredworkers
for the purposes of holiday pay and
minimumwage is overturned.
For the short term though, any

potential changes to employment rights
are theoretical and speculative – what
Davies describes as “a modest watering
down rather than a bonfire”.Which, for
a profession that has never worked harder
than in the past 10months, will come as a
welcome relief.
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Pulse surveys are
useful because the
scale, speed and
evidence they provide
allows you to adjust
things quickly and
accordingly.e insight
gained from a pulse
survey provides an
organisationwith real-
time information and
views frompeople on
a large scale – themain
value is being able to do
them rapidly and turn the data
around quicker than youwould
with a lengthy annual survey.
LeedsCityCouncil didn’t

do pulse surveys
beforeCovid, so
it has given us a
chance to try this
approach and
check inwith ourworkforce.
Ultimately, the surveys have
given us a quick overview of how
people are feeling andwhether
our strategies are effective.
Another benefit is that you

can get your findings back out
to the business fast, which not
only helps with engagement
but also allowsHR to respond
quickly.We have run three pulse
surveys sinceMarch 2020, which
produced a combined response

rate ofmore than 12,700 people
– this was extremely beneficial
because wewere able to get a
clear picture on key issues like

wellbeing.HR teams considering
implementing pulse surveys
should try tomake them as
accessible as possible if they
want a high response rate –it’s
important to ensure the survey
works outside their intranet.
For those unsure aboutwhat

to include in a pulse survey, I’d
focus on the pressing questions
and design it aroundwhat your
corporate leadership teamwants
to know. In the current crisis

those questions are likely
to be focused on employee
wellbeing, whether people
feel supported at work and
if the organisation is getting
things right. Keeping
your survey simple and
straightforwardwith ‘yes or
no’ questions is key if you
want to take action quickly
– free text responses could
takemonths to go through.
In our recent wellbeing
pulse survey, we gave people

the opportunity to request a
call back if they felt they needed
extra support.is resulted
in nearly 300 requests, but we
wanted tomake sure no one felt
leꢀ behind. Aswell as giving us a
corporate picture, it also allowed
us to individualise the support
we offered.
It’s important to bemindful

of sending out toomany
surveys, but the level of success
lies in your engagementwith
the findings. If people can see
you have listened to them and
their views are reflected in your
response, then your engagement
levels will continue.We send
out a lot of ‘you said, we did’
reactions, whichmakes it really
clear what has been actioned as
a result of the survey.

Helping you get further
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Career path

EmmaBrowes
HR service
manager at Leeds
City Council

Masterclass

“For a high response rate,
make themaccessible”

Taking it further
Watch
‘Pulse

Surveys:What,When,
How andWhy?’
webinar byQualtrics
bit.ly/Qualtrics
PulseSurvey

Listen
Emerging

trends in employee
engagement podcast
by XpertHR
bit.ly/XpertHR
EmployeeTrends

Read
Engaging the

Workplace: Using Surveys
to SparkChange by Sarah
R Johnson
bit.ly/Johnson
SurveyChange

How to use pulse surveys effectively

Research:e
Covid crisis has
changed firms’
perceptions of

L&D
p53



I work alongside the
chief executive and senior
management team to foster an
inclusive company culture.When I
started, it was quite a hands-on and
transactionalHR role. But as we’ve
grown, I have been lucky to work
with some great linemanagers so I
can devolve a lot of responsibilities
to them, and they can be a conduit
forHR processes within their
teams. Now I can workmore
on strategy, policies and culture.

AlthoughCovidhasobviouslyacceleratedflexible
working, some of our people work shiꢀ patterns, so not
everyone can be on a fully flexible arrangement – but I
think creating amore flexible environment that wasn’t
there before Covid has still been beneficial. I’m looking
forward to capturing what we’ve done being fully remote
and being able to translate that into the office whenwe
eventually go back.

Agoodworkout or bike
ride in themorning
definitely means I have amore
productive day, which has
been beneficial for bothmy
mental and physical health. I
also have a Yorkshire Terrier
calledWinnie, and we walk
around East London a lot. I
spend time talking withmy
friends andmy partner. I’m
really lucky to have two close
friends who work inHR,
and it’s been helpful to hear
how other organisations are
handling Covid.

We’ve done a lot of work on
culture and connectivity over the
past two years. In a weird way, Covid
hit us at an opportunemoment. A
lot of firms are finding that remote
working brings both opportunities and
struggles. It’s hard to stay connected
all the time, and people are feeling
fatigued, but we want tomake sure
we’ve created a culture where people
feel they can speak up.

Mental health is a huge
priority for us, and I’m proud
of all the work we’ve done around
supporting our teams.e LGBT+
community is more predisposed
tomental health challenges, and
that disproportionately affects
organisations with a large LGBT+
workforce like PinkNews.
We’ve worked on normalising
the conversation aroundmental
health, and have run staff surveys
throughout Covid to get feedback
onwhat we could be doing better.

CV

Alex Ehmcke
ChiefoperatingofficeratPinkNews

Who Iam

AlexEhmckestartedhisHRcareer in 2010asa
projectmanager for vocational trainingprovider
Mapalim.Hehasworkedacross various roles and
businesses including theFiveTenGroupand the
BrunswickGroup.He joinedPinkNewsasheadof
operations in 2018andhas sincebeenpromoted to
operations andpeopledirector, andmost recently
chief operatingofficer in January2021.



If ever there was a year
that could act as a catalyst
for an overhaul of the HR
profession, surely it’s 2020.
With the coronavirus
pandemic (not to mention
the Black Lives Matter
movement and the UK’s
long-awaited departure
from the European Union)
shining not just a spotlight
but a full beacon on to the
people profession’s critical
role within organisations,
the opportunity to take
people practices back to
the drawing board has
never been more present.

Schmidt’s
manifesto for a
profession fit for
the 21st century
and beyond,
then, is incredibly
well timed.
Following his successful

podcast series of the same
name (although until recently
known as 21st Century
HR), the business founder,
entrepreneur and speaker’s
second publication aims to
bemore than just an “HR
book”. Schmidt first breaks
down “modernHR” – a
term oꢀ touted in the book

– into its component
parts, including creating
sensible policies,
integrating diversity,
making performance
reviews agile and using

analytics, before an entire
chapter devoted to the role of
the modern CHRO (spoiler:
it’s “one of the most difficult
positions in the C-suite”).
As well as delving deep into

important topics that are right
at the top ofHR professionals’
radars moving into 2021 –
making remote working work,
preventing and addressing
burnout, whether unconscious

bias training really works and
how to successfully use people
data, to name but four –what
really setsRedefiningHR
above the rest is the volume
of relatable anecdotes and
real-life examples from chief
people officers the world over,
from companies including
Reddit,Mozilla, Eventbrite
andMastercard.
For anyHRDwishing

tomake improvements to a
specific area or modernise
their entire people function
in the wake of a tumultuous
year, this book is a promising
place to start.

{Book}

Office
Sheila Liming, Bloomsbury, £9.99/£8.73e-book

Theycome inall shapesand sizes
andhave their owncultures and
microclimates, andyetmanyof us
haven’t seen the insideof ours for nearly
a year. This bookcharts abrief history
of thehumbleoffice through stories and
cultural references, from its beginnings
in the 19th century through to its
post-war rise toprominence inpopular
culture and21st centurydemise,with
the fourth chapter –TheEndof the
Office–perhapsmost pertinent aswe
reconsider its role in ourworking lives.

{Book}

CultureRenovation
KevinOakes,McGraw-Hill, £22.99/£14.24e-book

Thecoronaviruspandemicarguably
represents themost significant ‘makeor
break’ opportunity for companyculture
inmanyorganisations’ histories.And if
your culture hasn’twithstood theCovid
test, now’s thechance toworkon it.With
executiveboardsnowwakingup to the
fact that culture isn’t, inOakes’swords,
“toofluffy, esoteric or abstract to have
an impact”, hiswork followsaneasy-
to-digest framework for taking culture
fromzero tohero, offering research, real-
world examples andpractical advice.

{Book}

Let’sTalk
ThereseHuston, Portfolio Penguin, £19.87/£9.99
e-book

AsHustonpoints out at the verybeginning
ofLet’sTalk, we’re always taught that if
wedon’t haveanything nice to saywe
shouldn’t sayanything at all. Yetwhen
we reach thedizzyingheights ofmiddle
management andabove, this becomes
a significant part of our actual jobs. In
her thirdbook, theSeattleUniversity
cognitive scientist breaksdown theart of
giving feedback into easy-to-understand
principles andpractices, pepperedwith
helpful examples.

{Book}

TheNewLongLife
AndrewJScott&LyndaGratton, Bloomsbury,
£20/£5.89e-book

The followup to theLondonBusiness
School professors’ bestsellingThe 100-
YearLifecouldn’t havecomeat abetter
time.With the tantalisingpromise to teach
its readers how to “flourish in achanging
world”, Scott andGrattonexplore the
ever-increasing gapbetween technological
developments andour social structures in
anaccessibleway, using a series of fictional
‘everybodies’ in varying circumstances to
explain howdifferent groups in society fare
under technological change.

What’snew

RedefiningHR
Lars Schmidt, Kogan Page, £19.99/£12.99 e-book

Reviews

If a job in the people
profession is on
the horizon in 2021,
look no further than
Launch Your HR
Career by consultant
Natalie Ellis. Whether
you’re a school leaver
or career changer,
Ellis’s colourful and
practical guide
is certain to help
wannabe people
practitioners land
their first role.
Meanwhile, in

PowerMoms, former
Wall Street Journal
reporter and editor
Joann S Lublin
compares how two
generations of women
– baby boomers
and generation X –
juggle high-powered
managerial jobs
and raising children,
and explains what
businesses can do
to better support
working parents.

“Chief HR
officer is one
of themost
difficult

positions in the
C-suite”
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One member of staff in our
company is quite vocally
anti-vaccine. Obviously
he’s entitled to refuse them
but, with the Covid jab now
being rolled out and all over
the news, he seems to take
every opportunity to declare
how ‘dangerous’ he thinks it
is in front of his colleagues,
and I’m concerned his
opinions will start to
influence the rest of the
team. How can I encourage
him to keep his decisions
to himself without getting
myself into hot water over
discrimination?

With the alarming numbers
ofCovid cases and deaths
being announced every day,
it is understandable that
people are anxious that the
vaccinewill bring an end
to the pandemic and allow
us to return to a ‘normal’
life. It is likely to take longer
thanmany people expect

because we need to have a
high percentage of people
vaccinated to keep the
disease under control.We do
not knowwhat percentage
we need forCovid – for
measles theWorldHealth
Organization suggests about
95 per cent, for example.

erewill always be
some people who cannot
be vaccinated formedical
reasons, but others are
suspicious about vaccinations,
and othersmay decline it for
religious reasons.atmay
restrict their ability to travel
or take up specific jobs, but it
is their choice.Unfortunately,
there has been a lot of
misinformation spread via
socialmedia, so peoplemay be

making these decisions based
on false information.
I can therefore understand
your concern about your
employee’s comments. I
suggest you tell him that
while he is entitled to his
opinion, it is inappropriate
for him to discuss this with

his colleagues and that you
are asking him not to do so.
If he carries on, make it clear
that if he continues he will
be subject to disciplinary
action for failure to follow
a reasonable management
instruction. Alternatively,
youmay prefer to ask the
whole team not to discuss it
because it is such an emotive
subject.at way, you are not
singling him out.

During the first lockdown,
we made arrangements with
a member of staff who was
struggling with childcare while
the schools were closed to
temporarily reduce her hours.
She is normally contracted
to work 40 hours per week.
However, that was months ago
and she’s still unable to fulfil
her full-time hours because
of problems with childcare.
It was originally a gesture
of goodwill, but I feel she
ought to have put alternative

arrangements in place by now,
and we need her role to be full
time. Will we be at risk of an
unfair dismissal claim if we
encourage her to leave?

In short, yes – youwill be at
risk of an unfair constructive
dismissal claim if you encourage
her to leave. But she’s not the
only personwho is struggling
with childcare, and it is not
surprising she has been unable
to resolve the problem.Many
people rely on family carers

such as grandparents but, at
the start of the pandemic,
manywere classed as clinically
vulnerable andwere unable
to continuewith those
arrangements because they
were shielding.Many formal
childcare arrangements
evaporatedwhen the schools
closed so, if the employee could
notwork fromhome, it would
be difficult to find alternatives.
ere are now limited
options for childcare but, with
the schools closed again until
at least February half term,
you are asking for something
that is unachievable formany
parents.One change from the

first lockdown is that as well
as being able to use annual
leave or unpaid parental
leave to deal with childcare
issues, employers can use
the furlough scheme for
employees who are unable
towork because of caring
responsibilities arising from
Covid. It’s your decision, but it
would fund some of her time
while allowing you to find
temporary cover for the hours
she cannot do.Ultimately she
maywish to submit a flexible
working request tomake the
arrangement permanent and
you can then look at job share
options to cover the role.

She’s still on reducedhours
becauseof childcare issues

Your problems

Guest FixerHelen
Astill tackles your
queries
HelenAstill FCIPD is an award-winning
HRprofessional andMDofCherington
HR. She trained as a physics teacher
beforemoving into L&DandHR roles
at theUKAtomic EnergyAuthority and
global engineering groupGKN. Since
2006 she has run her own consultancy
workingwith growing businesses,
particularly in the professional, scientific
and technical sectors.

Astill was the first person to enter
our competition to findPeople
Management’s next Fixer to be
successful. We’ll be handing the reins
to a new face every couple of issues.
Her replies arewritten in a personal
capacity and do not reflect the views
ofPeopleManagement or theCIPD,
nor are they a substitute for professional
legal advice. Not all queries submitted
can be answered, and personal replies
are not possible. To pose an anonymous
query, visitbit.ly/pmfixer

“Make it clear that if he continues hewill be
subject to disciplinary action for failure to
followa reasonablemanagement instruction”

Can I askanti-vaxxer to stop
sharinghisopinionswith staff?

Send
us your

problems in
confidence
bit.ly/pmfixer
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BNP Paribas has promoted
senior legal counsel Ama
Ocansey (1) to UK head of
diversity and inclusion. Before
joining the bank in 2001, she
worked at law firm Linklaters.

Catherine Lynch,
Chartered FCIPD, is the
new chief people officer for
UK and Ireland at Flutter
Entertainment. She was
formerly chief people officer
at Virgin Media, and has also
served in senior HR roles at
Barclays and Santander.

Mental health service
Fieldbay has appointed David
Rees, Assoc CIPD, as HR
business partner. He joins from
charity Perthyn, where he was
recruitment manager.

NHS Test and Trace has
recruited Kulsoom Ali,
Chartered MCIPD (2, right),
and Suzy McCormick,
Chartered FCIPD, as joint
heads of equality, diversity,
inclusion and wellbeing. Ali
was formerly in a similar role at
the Department of Health and

Social Care, while McCormick
arrives from the Department
for Transport.

Symon Wheelhouse
(3) has been promoted to
head of people and talent
development at drug and
alcohol charity WDP. He
previously worked as HR
systems manager, and has
also held senior positions at
the Mossbourne Federation.

Wincanton’s Natalie
Berkeley-Zouch (4) has
moved into a secondment
from talent and performance
manager to project training
lead for Oracle Cloud
implementation. She joined
the logistics firm in 2018.

Ciprian Arhire, Chartered
MCIPD, has taken on the role of
senior future of HR consultant
at Capgemini Invent. He arrives
from the CIPD, where he spent
more than six years in various
roles, most recently as OD
network founder and lead.

Carlsberg has promoted
Joris Huijsmans (5) to chief

HR officer. He was formerly
managing director of Carlsberg
Export & License, having joined
the brewer in 2016.

ABBYY has welcomed
Weronika Niemczyk as
chief people officer. She joins
from Ascential, where she
was senior VP of HR, and has
also held leading HR posts at
Expedia and Google.

Law firm Spencer West has
hired Dr John McMullen as
employment partner. He was
previously visiting professor
at Leeds University Business
School and Durham University.

Charlie Michael is the new
head of people at DF Capital.
She arrives from Aldermore
Bank, where she spent more
than 10 years in various
positions, most recently
HR business partner.

Jackie Hudson, Chartered
FCIPD (6), has joined HR
consulting firm ourHRpeople
as director for Hampshire
East. She previously worked at
Liberty Living as HR director.

1

3

doubt, you may be ruling yourself
out of a promotion purely through
lack of confidence. You’ve already
been hired as an HR director so you
have proven you have the necessary
skills, qualifications and personal
attributes to succeed in a senior
position. Now, you need to focus
on visualising the next step in your
career and putting structure around
that ambition.

Be sure to seek feedback from key
stakeholders across the business and

someone on the executive board.
You need to show that you’re willing
to take constructive feedback
and develop as a person. Hiring
managers will refer to your

previous feedback and reviews,
so it’s important to know your areas

of weakness and be prepared to show
how you have improved, or are working
to improve. Looking for a sponsor at
senior level who will endorse you for
promotion is also helpful.

I’ve always been of the mindset
that, as a ‘minority’, I have a unique
perspective, which has been helpful
throughout my career in bringing
fresh energy and ideas to the table.
It’s crucial to embrace your culture,
background and all the things that
make you unique and interesting.
Remain positive and focused on the
steps required to be considered
for the position you are applying
for. Overcoming racial stereotypes
requires personal initiative, a positive,
proactive approach and a strong
network of mentors and sponsors.

I’m currently HR director of a
large public sector organisation,
reporting to a member of the
executive board. I have ambitions
to be a chief executive one day but,
as a black woman, I don’t know
how to go about achieving this. I’m
well qualified and have years of
experience, but I’m fearful of what
it takes to get to that level and the
politics such a move might provoke.
How can I make it into the top job
without my ethnic background
making it more difficult?

Rather than perceiving your ethnic
background as a barrier, try to
embrace it as your asset, says Vanessa
Harvey (pictured), law firm recruitment
manager. If you allow room for self

The next step Wehelp you to help your career
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Who’smakingHRheadlines?People and posts
Moves

Email us
yourmoves
PMeditorial@

haymarket.com

Letus
solve your
career crisis

bit.ly/pmnextstep



Following the huge overhaul
in working practices triggered
by the coronavirus pandemic,
new research has revealed that
the majority of employers are
looking to increase their L&D
budgets in 2021.

A study by Arden
University found that more
than half (52 per cent) of
organisations are planning
to spend more on L&D
next year, with 6 per cent
predicting a significant rise.

e Covid crisis has
changed the perception of
L&D, with more than a
quarter of employers (28
per cent) saying that it is
likely to be more important
to their organisations as
the UK emerges from
the pandemic.

In fact,
nearly three in
five respondents
admitted that
the coronavirus
crisis had
changed their
organisations’
attitudes towards
digital learning.
And 32 per cent
also said in-person learning
would continue to play an
important role in the future.

However, businesses also
raised some concerns about
digital learning, with 44 per
cent stating they found it
difficult to find high-quality
training courses. Fears of
staff cheating or plagiarising
to pass (36 per cent) and
employees having limited

access to IT equipment (35
per cent) were among the
other concerns cited.

One in three L&D
professionals added that
one of the key challenges
they faced as employees
shiꢀed to remote working
was switching to online
training, along with
increasing flexibility
and access to training.

Caroline Evans, corporate
strategy director at Arden
University, said: “is
research backs up what our
clients and learners have been
telling us for a while – that
online, flexible learning
solutions are becoming
increasingly important
to them.

“It’s clear that the quality
of online learning now means
it is seen as on a par with and
even a very viable alternative
to traditional face-to-face
formats. What we can also
see is that the disruption
caused by the pandemic has
accelerated the transition
to more online learning [...]
and could mark a real shiꢀ
in access to development and
talent growth.”

Research

elatest
findingsꢀom
thefinest
minds
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Covid has improved attitudes towards L&D

Around two-thirds (64 per
cent) of the employment gap
between transgender and
non-transgender workers may
be down to discrimination, a
new study has found.

Research by Trinity
Business School and
Technological University
Dublin found that
transgender people are less
likely to be employed (12 per
cent) and more likely to receive
lower wages (11 per cent). e
figures are based on a sample
of 440,000 individuals in the
US from the Behavioural Risk
Factor Surveillance System.
Researchers analysed the data
related to employment and
wages with key characteristics
such as family, education and

It will come as little surprise
to employees who have spent
most of this year at home that
working remotely during the
UK’s first lockdown led to
people suffering from ‘Zoom
fatigue’ and an increase in
recovery time, according to
research by London South
Bank University (LSBU).

e study looked at how
staff energy levels depleted
while home working, and
found that it generally leads
to increased tiredness and
a longer recovery time in
comparison to onsite office
work, with video calls being
more tiring to deal with
than other forms of digital
communication, such as
emails, texts and chats.

health to see if they could
explain the difference in
the gaps.

Dr Klavs Ciprikis, assistant
lecturer at Technological
University Dublin, said: “Our
research finds that structural
discrimination in healthcare,
education and occupation
opportunities, as well as
individual work preferences,
may contribute to the
[transgender] employment
and wage gap.

“Since transgender persons
do not have to disclose their
gender identity to employers,
government officials or policy-
makers can work closely with
businesses to highlight some
of the issues transgender
persons may experience in
the workplace and promote
a work environment that
is welcoming, inclusive
and supportive.”
✶ bit.ly/TransgenderWageGap

Transgenderpay
gapcausedby
discrimination

Working from
home leads to
‘Zoom fatigue’

Karin Moser, professor at
LSBU’s Business School, said:
“e pandemic has thrown
much of the workforce into
one huge online experiment,
forcing the majority of
employees to work from home
suddenly [...] with little time
to prepare and adjust.

“is business practice
is not sustainable and, in
the long term, will have
detrimental impacts on
employee health and
productivity.”

e study recommends
giving staff additional
break times; encouraging
no working beyond core
hours and shutting down
digital devices; supporting
healthy recovery through
extra-curricular activities;
and providing additional
support to those who have
other demands.
✶ bit.ly/RemoteWorkingImpact

elateste latest
findingsꢀomfindingsꢀom
thefinest
minds
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Guidetopost-Brexitimmigration
Freemovement between
theUK and EUended on 1
January 2021, and a new
immigration systemhas now
been introduced. TheCIPD’s
new comprehensive guide
addresses the essential
questions for employers and
offers practical step-by-step
guidance to ensure you can
support your people and
stay compliant.
✶bit.ly/PostBrexitImmigration

Podcast:survivingtothriving
The pandemic presented an
opportunity for employees
to reconsider how they work
and whether it is conducive
to work-life balance. The
latest CIPD podcast looks
at whether organisations
are prepared tomake the
necessary people practice
changes that contribute to
building a braver, fairer and
more equal world.
✶bit.ly/CIPDSurvivingToThriving

CIPDcoronavirushub
The CIPD coronavirus hub
offers practical guidance and
advice to help businesses
and people professionals
respond to the Covid
pandemic. From supporting
parent workers and enabling
home working to navigating
furlough and tackling health
and wellbeing challenges, you
can find the support you need
on the hub.
✶bit.ly/CIPDCovidHub

Bonusesandincentives
Whether used proactively
to influence behaviour or as
part of a reward package,
bonuses and incentives can
have various benefits for
firms and employees. Explore
the different types and their
benefits and drawbackswith
theCIPD’s factsheet.
✶bit.ly/CIPDBonusFactsheet

e CIPD closed its financial
year on 30 June 2020 in a solid
position but with challenges ahead.
It reported growth across its key
measures of success and three strategic
pillars: building professionalism,
building professional capital and
operational excellence.

During a year of unprecedented
challenges for people and organisations
everywhere, the AGM reflected on
the important role the CIPD and its
network of volunteers have been playing
throughout the pandemic. e institute
has kept the profession informed and
connected at a local level and provided
free, timely, expert advice and guidance
to help organisations put people
first and its members to navigate the
crisis. e CIPD coronavirus hub has
attracted more than two million unique

National Committee and Derby and
Nottinghamshire, who all shared
their experiences of responding to the
pandemic. e wellbeing of branch
committee members was addressed, and
attendees discussed strategies for coping
with the recent challenges.

A new Statement of Expectations,
delivered by community lead Alexandra
Carr, was supported by council and will
be adopted for all CIPD volunteers.
Carr said: “We have around 5,000
volunteers, including more than 800
branch committee members, who
donate their energy and skills across the
organisation, going above and beyond
every day for the profession, and their
wellbeing is a priority for us.

“e statement is part of a bigger
piece of work enhancing committee
member experience and provides clear
guidance on what we can expect from
our volunteers and what they can
expect from us to ensure a positive
volunteering environment.”

visitors seeking support and guidance,
and a new wellbeing hub and 24/7 advice
line to help members look aꢀer their own
wellbeing has been set up.

is support was reflected in the 2
per cent growth in membership and
improvement in member satisfaction
across all measures, particularly among
Chartered Members. Looking ahead,
plans to roll out new qualifications,
a new learning platform and digital
infrastructure upgrades were presented
alongside other strategic projects in
digital capability, professionalism and
professional capital.

Following the AGM, chairs and
representatives from the CIPD’s 52
branches attended council, where CEO
Peter Cheese spoke about the strategy and
key initiatives for 2021. Council heard
from the chairs of Cumbria, the Ireland

First virtual annual general meeting addresses
wellbeing challenges and outlines 2021 strategy

CIPDAGMreflectson
exceptionalyearoꢀchange

Focus
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Starting inMarch 2021, depending
on your chosen study centre, the
CIPD is streamlining its qualification
structure, focusing on the knowledge,
skills and behaviours required to
create value andmake an impact in
the changingworld of work.
Built around real-life scenarios,

the qualifications will enable you to
support and drive real changewithin
your organisation. Each of the three
levels – Foundation, Associate and
Advanced – cater to every career
stage, from aspiring to experienced
professionals.
At each level, youwill acquire core

behaviours, derived from the new
ProfessionMap, and the cumulative
insights of thousands of experts. At
Associate andAdvanced levels, you can
choose either anHRor L&Dpathway,
and then specialise further, with units
spanning inclusion and diversity,
employment law andwellbeing.
Are you an existing student?e

new structure will not impact on
your qualification – it remains just
as valid.ese existing qualifications
will run in tandemwith the new
courses until 2023.
✶Findoutmoreatcipd.co.uk/connect

eCIPD has introduced a
Foundation membership grade,
drawing from its four impact
levels in the new Profession
Map: Foundation, Associate,
Chartered Member and
Chartered Fellow.
e new grade provides a solid

entry into the profession and
welcomes members who successfully
complete the new Foundation
Certificate in People Practice. It
reflects the level of knowledge
acquired through the Foundation
Certificate, and the expected output
required of professionals at that early
career stage.
Alongside the CIPD

qualifications, CIPDmembership
and the ProfessionMap, the
Foundation grade aims to provide
a clear pathway for building
professional capability in the people
profession.e membership grades
aim to help people professionals
connect CIPDmembership to the
impact they are delivering in their
respective workplaces.
✶ For more information, visit cipd.co.uk/
membership/grades

Getqualified
tomakean
impact

Introducing
Foundation
membership

equalifications
will enable you
to support and

drive real change
within your
organisation
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New: verify aCIPD
member
Recruiters, employers andclients
looking for verificationof someone’s
CIPDmembership status cannow
searchquickly andeasily online if they
have themember’s surnameand
membership number to confirm that
someone is in activemembership in
thecurrentmembership year.
Access thepagevia the ‘get proof of
membership’ pageon theCIPD
website:bit.ly/CIPDProof
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Job Evaluation

Employability Skills Training

Business Opportunities

Career Counselling

HRConsulting Talent Development

The impact of people management practices

A systematic approach for reviewing
how your people management practices
impact on your business objectives.

Or contact Dr. Peter Fargus, Chartered Fellow, on 01423 566035

OurPeopleReview.com

Learn to Code!
Using Free Microsoft Visual
Studio download.
A practical approach to learning a much
sought-after skill in the workplace.

Includes library of code for a quick and
easy introduction to computer
programming. £4.95 a month.

eptsoft.com

Career Coaching
Accreditation Training
‘the best development event I have been on’

• Five day training course, accredited
by the Association for Coaching

• Option to continue to Kingston
University Postgraduate Certificate
in Career and Talent Management

Career Counselling Serviceswww.career-counselling-services.co.uk

www.edisontalent.com
talent@edisonuk.com
+44(0)2081339750

MANAGESTRESS
BUILDRESILIENCE
IMPROVEPERFORMANCE

TALENT

Coaching Assessment Training

ꢀꢁꢂꢃ ꢄꢀꢅ ꢆꢆꢄꢀ&DOO 9LVLW ZZZꢇKUꢈSURIVꢇFRꢇXNꢉSP

$UH \RX UHDG\ WR VWDUW
\RXU RZQ +5 EXVLQHVV"

&RQWDFW XV DQG VHH KRZ RXU IUDQFKLVH FDQ KHOS \RXꢀ

7KH +5 'HSW JLYH \RX WKH VXSSRUW DQG
JXLGDQFH WR WKULYH LQ UXQQLQJ \RXU RZQ
VXFFHVVIXO +5 EXVLQHVVꢀ 2XU SURYHQ EXVLQHVV
PRGHO KDV KHOSHG ꢁꢂꢃ +5 SURIHVVLRQDOVꢀ

Part-time and full-time options
Franchises now available across the UK
Full training and support

SUPPORT OF AN ESTABLISHED BRAND

To apply or for more information contact the franchise team
on 01753 888 995 or visit www.personalcareermanagement.com

Recommended by and partners with: As seen on:

TRAIN AS A CAREER COACH WITH THE

HR and Payroll Outsourcing

Flexible
Benefits

Health &
Wellbeing

Employee
Engagement

People
Analytics

Creating
better business
outcomes
together

HR & Payroll
Outsourcing

Diversity &
Inclusion

Resourcing
Optimisation

0207 960 7769

hrsolutions@capita.co.uk

capita.com/HRsolutions

@CapitaHRS

Career Coach Training
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samantha.johnston@haymarket.com T. 0208 267 4965 Appointments

CHECKOUT THESE HR JOBS ANDMORE

pmjobs.cipd.co.uk

HR& PAYROLLOFFICER
KENSINGTON&CHELSEA

SALARY: S23 (£24,197) - S8 (£27,817)
SUBJECTTO EXPERIENCE
ExpiryDate: 1st Feb 2021

STRATEGIC HR&ODMANAGER
LEGAL& GOVERNANCE

BRIDGEWATER, SOMERSET
SALARY: £49,878 - £52,968 PERANNUM

Expiry Date: 1st Feb 2021

SENIORHR BUSINESS PARTNER
LONDON

SALARY: £48,000
ExpiryDate: 1st Feb 2021

HEADOFHR
SEVENOAKS, KENT

SALARY: DEPENDENTON SKILLSAND
EXPERIENCE BUT LIKELYUPTO £70,000

ExpiryDate: 5th Feb 2021

HEADOFHROPERATIONS
CURRENTLYWORKING FROMHOME

SALARY: £55,000 PERANNUM
ExpiryDate: 1st Feb 2021

HEADOFWORKFORCE OD
BIRMINGHAM,WESTMIDLANDS

SALARY: £63,751 - £73,664 PA
ExpiryDate: 12thFeb2021
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THEMATRIX
Theproblem
When computer programmeromas
Anderson arrives late to his job at
Metacortex, his boss, Mr Rhineheart,
gives him a thorough telling off and
threatens to fire him if he is not
at his desk on time “from this day
forth”. Is this draconian approach the
right way to manage lateness among
employees, or would Rhineheart have
handled the situation differently had
HR been involved?

A computer programmer faces the sack aꢀer turning up late for work

CouldHRsolve...?

Thesolution
Treating workers like naughty
children is an uncomfortable
power play, echoing being sent to
the headteacher, and this ‘master
and servant’ relationship isn’t
really reflective of the modern
workplace, says Kim Bradford
(below), managing director of
SphereHR and Sphere Data
Protection. “Refusing a seat to
an employee for a meeting – as
Rhineheart also does to Anderson
in the film – is an unpleasant
intimidation tactic, as are threats

to one’s job, making
assumptions and a
patronising approach,”
she adds.
Failing to look

for a cause of poor

conduct or performance could also
breach an employer’s duty of care,
warns Bradford, andmay leave
them “wide open” to harassment,
bullying or discrimination
complaints, which can all add up
to unfair or constructive dismissal.
But formal disciplinary meetings

and threats of termination have
a number of protocols and rights
to be observed under UK law,
she highlights: “Ameeting or
discussion invitation, accompanied
by a statement of any alleged
wrongdoing and any evidence
being relied upon, are required as a
minimum– as is advance notice of
suchmeetings and the right to be
accompanied by a work colleague
or trade union representative.”
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Take the stress out
of switching with our
simple switch guarantee.

Making payroll & HR easy.

At Moorepay, we do the leg work so
you can focus on the most important
thing: looking after your people.

Easy 5-step process
Your own UK-based account manager
Work to a time frame that suits you
Training and support every step of the way
5-star service, as rated by our customers


